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ABSTRACT

This thesis reports a computational model of a neuronal circuit and the insights it provided about the formation of fear memory in a specific nucleus of the amygdala after Pavlovian fear conditioning.

An earlier study from our group used a 1000-cell biophysical model of a rodent lateral amygdala and provided a preliminary explanation of how and why certain neurons might be recruited into a memory trace. In the present model we extended the work to investigate the specific roles of the mechanisms involved (intrinsic excitability of cell, afferent tone and shock, neuromodulator receptors, and intrinsic excitatory and inhibitory connections). We first proposed an improved criterion to define ‘plastic’ cells after recognizing that the Repa criterion used to classify plastic cells favored several principal cells with very low firing rates, which is possibly not biologically realistic. Using the improved criterion, we were able to replicate the development of the two distinct Repa cell populations after fear conditioning. The model suggested that the most important factor was the intrinsic excitability of the cell, i.e., highly excitable cells had a much higher probability of being recruited into the fear memory trace. Although afferent tone and shock were required for a cell to be plastic, the presence of neuromodulator receptors, and the numbers of intrinsic excitatory and di-synaptic inhibitory connections a cell received also played important roles. Finally, we varied the size of the network and internal connectivity among principal cells in the model to study their impact on competition, and found that small networks and reduced connectivity also performed equally well, providing valuable insights for memory formation.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

1.1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Computational neuroscience is the study of brain function in terms of the information processing properties of the neurons and synapses that make up the nervous system. A neuron is modeled as a nonlinear electrical element with capacitance and variable resistances, and many neurons are combined to form networks and circuits. Biological data are used to develop neuron model which are then connected via synapses and used to investigate how neurons/network circuits implement functions. In this thesis, we investigate a specific component of the mammalian fear circuit, the lateral amygdala. The fear circuit is essential for the survival of any organism, since an organism that cannot fear ‘appropriately’ will not be able to escape from dangers. Malfunction of such circuits is thought to be the cause for many of the anxiety disorders including post-traumatic stress disorder. For that reason, there is considerable interest among numerous research agencies in understanding how the mammalian fear circuit works. Studies of such circuits are typically performed by neuroscientists using rodents as the animal model, and Pavlovian fear conditioning as the paradigm. A key element of the mammalian fear circuit is the amygdala which has about 24,000 neurons in rodents. We use a reduced order 1000-cell network model of this amygdala in this thesis.
Fig. 1.1. Amygdalar pathways relevant to auditory fear. Tone and shock information arrive at LA via thalamic and cortical routes. LA projects to BA and also to ITC_D and Ce_L. Based on our present understanding (Amano et al., 2011), LA projects to BA, ITC_D and Ce_L. BA fear neurons project to Ce_M and BA extinction neurons project to ITC_V (fear recall circuit in bold and extinction recall in dashed line type). Ce represents the amygdalar output which projects to the brainstem and other regions eliciting fear.

In Pavlovian auditory fear conditioning, an initially neutral conditioned acoustic stimulus (CS), after being associated with an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US), typically electric shock, acquires the ability to induce conditioned fear responses. The components of the amygdala which are critical for fear conditioning are the lateral nucleus (LA), the basal nucleus (BL), and the central nucleus (CE). The LA is believed to be a storage site for such fear memories. In auditory fear conditioning, convergence of tone (conditioned stimulus, CS) and foot-shock (unconditioned stimulus, US) inputs from
the auditory cortex and auditory thalamus in LA leads to potentiation of CS inputs, resulting in larger tone responses in LA. Increased LA responses are relayed to the CE via the basal nuclei, and the intercalated (ITC) cell masses, eliciting fear responses via successive projections to brain stem and hypothalamic sites. As a result, rats learn to freeze to tones that predict foot-shock. Repeated subsequent presentation of the tone without shock leads to a decrease in fear which eventually goes down to habituation levels, and this process is called extinction. It has been shown that extinction is not just erasure of fear memory but the formation of a different memory. This thesis focuses on how the lateral amygdala stores fear and extinction memories via the potentiation of particular synapses within the structure.

1.2 OVERVIEW OF THESIS AND OBJECTIVES

This thesis deals with several issues related to how fear memory might be stored in the lateral amygdala after Pavlovian fear conditioning. Specifically, we investigate the role of afferents (tone, shock), neuromodulator receptors, and intrinsic excitatory and inhibitory connections in the formation of the fear memory trace. The study is presented in the form of stand-alone journal articles, as described below, with supporting materials in documents attached at the end of the article.

Chapter 2. Neuronal and network mechanisms in the storage of amygdala fear – a computational study. We used a previously developed 1000-cell biophysical model of LAd that reproduced the cellular correlates of auditory fear memory formation, as seen experimentally. We first proposed an improved criterion to define ‘plastic’ cells after recognizing that the Repa criterion used to classify plastic cells favored several principal
cells with very low firing rates, which is possibly not biologically realistic. Using the improved classification criterion, we were able to replicate the development of the two distinct Repa cell populations after fear conditioning. The model suggested that excitability of a cell was the most important predictor of its recruitment into the fear memory trace. Other factors such as afferent tone and shock, were required for a cell to be plastic, the presence of neuromodulator receptors, and the numbers of intrinsic excitatory and di-synaptic inhibitory connections a cell received also played important roles, and these were quantified using various plots and a regression model.

Chapter 3. Parametric studies related to storage of amygdalar fear. We extended our studies to investigate the role that network size and internal connectivity. Two other reduced network sizes were considered with 500 and 100 cells total, and results showed that both reduced models were able to reproduce all the observed features of the larger 1000-cell model. We then evaluated whether a ‘cortical-like’ internal connectivity might be able to reproduce the observed results. This was implemented in all the three network sizes cited. Also, since internal connectivity estimates are not known within LA, we varied connectivity among principal cells from the present 5% to 0% to see its effect. The findings from this study will be incorporated into the thesis soon.

Chapter 4. summarizes the study and suggests areas for future research.
CHAPTER 2

Neuronal and network mechanisms in storage of amygdalar fear
– a computational study

ABSTRACT
Intrinsic excitability of single cells as well as competitive synaptic interactions between cells play an important role in the assignment of model lateral amygdala (LA) neurons to a fear memory trace. Here we investigated the relative contributions of intrinsic as well as extrinsic factors that enabled an LA neuron to participate in the memory trace, using a 1000-cell biophysical computational model that included principal cells (PN) and interneurons (IN). The model suggested that several factors contributed in different proportions, with the most important being the intrinsic excitability of the cell, i.e., highly excitable cells had a much higher probability of being recruited into the fear memory trace. However, other factors also played a prominent role, including whether the cell received tone and shock afferents, whether it had neuromodulator receptors, and how many excitatory (PN-PN) and di-synaptic inhibitory (PN-IN and IN-PN) connections it received.
INTRODUCTION

The ability to learn fear rapidly is essential for survival. The Pavlovian fear conditioning paradigm is popular in studying how associations are formed between new stimuli or circumstances and fear responses, i.e., how an initially neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus-CS) elicits conditioned fear responses after pairing with a noxious unconditioned stimulus (US). Fear conditioning induces synaptic plasticity in many regions of the brain, including thalamus and cortex (Letzkus et al., 2011; Weinberger, 2011). However, the most studied region is the dorsal portion of the lateral amygdala (LAd) which has been established as a critical site of plasticity for the storage of CS-US associations (LeDoux, 2000; reviewed in Pape and Paré, 2010). Auditory Pavlovian fear conditioning (LeDoux, 2000; Maren 2001; Pape and Paré, 2010) increases the CS responsiveness of principal neurons (PNs) in the dorsal subdivision of the rodent lateral amygdala (LAd) (Quirk et al., 1995; Collins and Paré, 2000; Repa et al., 2001; Goosens et al., 2003). PNs in the most dorsal part of LAd display increases in CS responsiveness that last for only a few trials (transiently plastic or TP cells) and the more ventrally located PNs show a persistent increases in CS responses, even resisting extinction (Repa et al., 2001).

A recent biophysical 1000-cell model of dorsal subdivision of the rodent lateral amygdala (Kim et al., 2013a) successfully replicated the observed (Repa et al., 2001) temporal patterns of increased tone responsiveness displayed by neurons in the dorsal and ventral parts of LAd during Pavlovian fear conditioning. The model included conductance-based models of 800 PNs and 200 INs that reproduced the experimentally observed electroresponsive properties of these cell types, neuromodulatory inputs from
brainstem dopaminergic and noradrenergic neurons, and spatially heterogeneous intrinsic connectivity (Pape and Paré, 2010). Also, all synapses in the model were endowed with short- and long-term activity-dependent plasticity, except for those delivering shock or background inputs. The LAd model was used to investigate competitive mechanisms between neurons underlying formation of the ‘fear memory trace’ in LAd (Han et al., 2007, 2009). Competition has been hypothesized to cause only a small subset of principal cells (25%) to be assigned to the fear memory trace during Pavlovian fear conditioning, even though most LAd cells receive the necessary inputs. The model suggested that formation of the memory trace might involve groups of principal cells with higher intrinsic excitability banding together by virtue of their excitatory interconnections, and effectively suppressing other principal cells via disynaptic inhibitory connections involving interneurons (Kim et al., 2013b). However, the details of how competition is implemented at the cellular and synaptic levels are not clear. The mechanisms involved in this competition among PNs include intrinsic cellular excitability, intra-LAd excitatory and inhibitory connections, extrinsic tone and shock afferents, neuromodulation effects, and intra-amygdalar plasticity (PN-PN, PN-IN and IN-PN) engendered by the training protocol. Here we used the model to shed light on the relative roles of these mechanisms in favoring certain principal cells to participate in the fear memory trace.

RESULTS

We used a previously developed biophysically-realistic model of LAd (Kim et al., 2013a) to investigate the role of various cellular mechanisms in the competition that forms the LAd fear memory trace. The network model included conductance-based
models of 800 principal cells and 200 interneurons (Fig. 1A-C). The intrinsic synapses were endowed with both short- and long-term activity-dependent plasticity, except for those delivering shock or background inputs. The training paradigm used is shown in Fig. 1D. The CS-evoked responses were of two distinct types as reported previously (Kim et al., 2013a), plastic cells (e.g., Fig. 1E,F) which showed a significant increase in their firing rates from habituation levels, and non-plastic cells that were unchanged from habituation levels. It is noted that the model was tuned to produce these two distinct tone responsive cell populations and their percentages seen in experiments (Repa et al., 2001). Tone responses are computed as spikes per tone within 300 ms of tone onset. All reported values are averages ± s.e.m. unless stated otherwise.

Four key features differentiate the principal cells: their type (A, B, C), the neuromodulator receptors they have (DA, NE or both), the extrinsic inputs they receive (one tone, two tones, shock), and the numbers of intrinsic excitatory (PN-PN) and inhibitory connections (IN-PN) that they receive.

**CS-evoked PN and IN tone responses varied widely after conditioning**

Conditioning caused a significant increase in the CS-evoked responses of 20% of model LAd neurons, and these were classified as plastic cells (N=156; PN type: A-3/400, B-93/240 and C-60/160). These plastic cells comprise the fear memory trace in LAd (Repa et al., 2001; Han et al., 2009). We characterized the tone responses of cells to later investigate (see next section) the underlying mechanisms recruited by conditioning to induce plasticity in various synapses and store fear.
Conditioning-induced plasticity and storage of fear. The model showed different potentiation patterns for the various synapses as a result of fear training. The tone-PN synapses of plastic cells potentiated by 118.7±7.4% after the conditioning phase and were 80.55±4.82% above baseline after extinction (fig. S1A). The tone-IN synapses also potentiated by 149.1±9.22% after conditioning and were 205.27±10.72% above baseline after extinction (fig. S1B). The tone-PN synapses of non-plastic cells showed considerably lower potentiation after conditioning, 0.21±0.54%, as expected (fig. S1C).

For characterizing conditioning induced changes in PN-PN, PN-IN and IN-PN weights, we considered a representative group of 10 plastic and 10 non-plastic model cells. PN-PN synapses increased by 15.71±14.54% after conditioning, and were 8.22±10.45% above baseline levels after extinction (the corresponding numbers for non-plastic cells were -6.05±2.13% and -6.5±2.08%, respectively). In the di-synaptic inhibitory pathway, PN-IN weights exhibited negligible change (<1%) for both plastic and non-plastic cells. However, the IN-PN weights increased by 163.07±29.02% after conditioning, and were 175.1±26.94% above baseline level after extinction (the corresponding numbers were 103.71±17.79% and 90.19±19.87% for non-plastic cells). Turning off all intra-amygdalar plasticity only during recall had an insignificant effect on the tone responses of plastic cells, indicating that fear may be stored primarily in the tone-PN synapses of plastic cells.

Of the 156 plastic cells, 139 received shock, indicating that shock was a key afferent for the formation of plastic cells. Of the 139 cells, 137 received at least one tone input, and
122 had increases in tone weights of >10%; 15 plastic cells had tone weight increases <10% because these cell received more di-synaptic inhibitory inputs from plastic cells (87.67±3.73) than the cells whose tone weights increased more than 10% (67.67±10), and 13 of these did not have NE receptors. Only one cell had increases of tone weight >10% without shock input, and this was because it was type C, and had both tones, both NM receptors. These increases in tone weights also correlated with firing frequency, irrespective of the number of tone inputs they received. If a PN received both thalamic and cortical tones, they tend to typically increase by the same amount, and so we selected the larger one for reporting.

From another perspective, the tone weights of most plastic cells (80%; 123/154, 2 plastic cells had no tone inputs and were plastic solely due to strong afferents) potentiated by more than 10%. The 31 whose tone weights did not potentiate >10% received excitatory inputs compared to the other plastic cells (4.74±0.56 v/s 4.5±0.27), and 16 of these did not receive shock inputs.

As expected, conditioning induced plasticity changed the firing patterns of both PNs and INs, and we characterized these to investigate trends.

**Variations in firing patterns.** Considering all PNs as a group, the CS-evoked responses were found to vary considerably after conditioning. The PN firing frequency in all cases was calculated over the first 300 ms after tone onset during the first extinction trial. There was a large variation in PN tone responses with plastic cells having significantly higher
CS-evoked responses when compared to those for non-plastic cells (24.63±1.17 Hz v/s 1.45±0.17 Hz; p<1.15E-56). For analysis purposes, we grouped plastic cells into three categories based on firing frequency, Low firing, LF: <=20Hz (N=66, 42.3% of all PCs); MF: 20-40Hz (N=65, 41.7%); HF: >40Hz (N=25, 16%).

The INs as a group also exhibited varying firing frequencies with an average of 44.53±1.8 Hz. Again, we grouped interneurons by firing frequency into three categories, Low firing, LF: <=20 Hz (N=40, 20% of all INs); MF: 20-40 Hz (N=47, 23.5%); HF: >40 Hz (N=113, 56.5%).

TP and LP cells. As cited, tone plasticity was a key determinant for both types of plastic cells, TP and LP, since 97% of the plastic cells had more than 10% increases in tone weights.

Why do tone responses of TP cells start decreasing mid-way during conditioning (3rd block in fig. 1E,F), while those of LP cells show very little change? Our analysis showed that, while most of the other characteristics were similar, LP cells received significantly fewer inhibitory connections from interneurons compared to TP cells (14.49±7.59) v/s 22.40±7.06; p=1.15E-7, α = 0.05). CS-evoked responses of both plastic cells and interneurons potentiated during conditioning. However, the net effect after conditioning was one of increased PN firing for LP cells and firing at habituation levels for TP cells, as shown in Fig. 1E,F. Conditioning increased the tone weights of plastic cells differentially in the thalamic and
cortical lines: thalamic by 150.66±21.06% and cortical by 47.62±16.87% for TP cells, and thalamic by 191.78±10.82% and cortical by 67.09±10.61% for LP cells.

**Plastic cells differ in several ways from non-plastic ones**

We found that shock was necessary to increase the firing frequency of a PN and make it plastic (Fig. 2A). Of the plastic cells, 89.1% received direct shock. The remaining 10.9% received an average of 4.35±0.24 inputs from plastic cells that received direct shock, compared to 3.24±0.71 for the other plastic cells, indicating that they received strong indirect shock. So, either direct or strong indirect shock is necessary for the formation of plastic cells. The firing frequencies were similar for PNs with one or two tones, indicating that additional tones did not predispose a PN to become plastic. Interestingly, the increase in tone weight (Fig. 2B) paralleled the increase in PN firing frequency, and this increase was again comparable for both one and two tones cases.

Classifying PNs based on the number of tone and shock inputs it received revealed PNs receiving two tones (thalamic and cortical), shock and having one or both of NE and DE receptors had a high probability of becoming plastic (Fig. 3). Compared to plastic cells, the cells in panel A of Fig. 3 that did not become plastic were found to have higher inhibition (107.8±-42.1 v/s 86.9±41.7, p=0.17) and lower excitation (2.4±2.3 v/s 4.9±2.9, p<0.01). This pattern was seen consistently among cells in panels B-D of Fig. 3, with non-plastic cells receiving significantly higher disynaptic inhibition from plastic cells (95.1±38.8 v/s 78.7±42.2, p= p<0.01) and lower excitation from plastic cells (3.9±2.7 v/s 4.5±3.1, p=0.14) compared to plastic cells as a group.
Neuromodulators were the next significant factor, after cell type and tone and shock afferent, in enabling a cell to become plastic. For cells that received one or no tones and shock (panels B,C,D of Fig. 3), either NE or DA receptor was required for the cell to become plastic. The probabilities of becoming plastic were as follows: cells with both DA and NE was the highest with 50.9%, with only NE was next with 43.3%, and with DA was third with 11.6% probability. Cells that received no tone and no shock (B&C=26 A=24; 6.25% of PNs) never became plastic.

As cited, the cells that did not become plastic in panels B-D of Fig. 3 significantly higher disynaptic inhibition from plastic cells and lower excitation from plastic cells (3.9±2.7 v/s 4.5±3.1, p=0.14) compared to plastic cells as a group.

Since type A cells comprised <2% of plastic cells, we considered only type B and C cells in our analyses. For cells that received either 1 or 0 tones and shock, or tones but no shock (panels B, C and D of fig.4-6), we found the following features:

(i) plastic cells received more input from plastic cells, as compared to non-plastic cells (4.45±0.32 v/s 3.83±0.19; p<0.1; Fig. 4), indicating that they may ‘band together’ and excite each other;

(ii) non-plastic cells received significantly more disynaptic inhibition from plastic cells compared to plastic cells in almost all categories (77.01±4.44 v/s 151.94±4.27; p<4.86E-22; Fig. 5).
(iii) the number of inhibitory inputs correlated inversely with PN firing rate, but the number of excitatory inputs from other plastic cells did not (Fig. 6). So, although plastic cells aided other plastic cells, inhibition had a more dominant role and determined whether a cell became plastic or not.

We also found that the firing frequency of an interneuron correlated linearly with the number of plastic cell afferents it received, and not on its tone and shock afferents (Fig. S2). This indicates that tone-IN weights do not potentiate significantly during conditioning to impact CS-evoked firing of INs, and provides an important insight that PNs are in a unique position to inhibit other PNs via disynaptic connections involving INs. This finding will be relevant as we investigate competition among PNs in the following.

**Mechanisms implicated in the competition**

The control case had the following distribution of principal cell types: 400 type A, 240 type B, and 160 type C (see methods). Of the 800 principal cells, the model was tuned so that only about 20% were recruited into the memory trace, i.e., become plastic, consistent with the fraction seen in experiments (Han et al., 2007, 2009). Then we asked the question why it was that with 70% of the principal cells receiving tone and shock, only 20% became plastic? Our recent study (Kim et al., 2013) addressed this question and suggested that PNs competed with each other to get recruited to the fear memory trace. We found that both intrinsic excitability and synaptic connections played a role in this competition. Specifically, some PNs with higher levels of intrinsic excitability (e.g., of
types B and C) fired more by virtue of favorable extrinsic and intrinsic connectivity and these cells (that became plastic eventually) were effective in suppressing other cells from becoming plastic via di-synaptic inhibition involving interneurons. The tone weights of the high firing cells continued to increase, eventually making them ‘plastic’, and those of non-plastic PNs were prevented from increasing by di-synaptic inhibition.

The modeling study of Kim et al. (2013) then investigated this competitive effect further by converting 25% of type A cells into type C cells, as well as converting 25% of type B and C cells to type A, to mimic the experiments in Han et al. (2009) where they increase excitability due to CREB (denoted as CREB⁺) as well as decrease the number of intrinsically excitable cells (denoted as CREB⁻) to study competition. The basic idea of competition was still found to hold, and here we extend that study by considering detailed mechanisms involved in the competition in the CREB⁺ and CREB⁻ cases.

We considered only cells of types B and C in the comparison groups below, since type A cells comprised <2% of plastic cells. Since the winner and loser groups were of unequal sizes (e.g., N=46 and 21, respectively), we used the standard normalization procedure (give some stat book REF here) when calculating the numbers of connections between groups. For instance, numbers of connections from winners to losers were multiplied by 1 and those from losers to winners by 46/21.

**CREB⁺ case.** When a random 100 type A cells (25%) were converted to types B&C prior to training, the number of plastic cells did not increase proportionately, and changed only
from 156 to 181. Of these 135 were previously plastic, 46 were new (‘winners’; A=0, B&C=46) and 21 became non-plastic (‘losers’; A=0, B&C=23). Of the winners, 27 were due to the fact that the cell type changed from A to B&C, while 19 were already of types B&C but had net increase in excitation.

Then we compared the connections between winner cells and loser cells shown in Fig.7C (exc) and 7D (inh). The excitatory connections between winner cells was significantly higher than the connections between losers (1.59±0.2 v/s 0.65±0.27; p= 1.84E-5). Also, the number of di-synaptic inhibitory inputs between winner cells was significantly less than same connections between loser cells (23.75±2.27 v/s 37.23±4.6; p<0.05). Moreover, loser cells provided more excitation to winner cells than the other way round (1.506±0.36 v/s 0.95±0.21), and the winner cells had higher di-synaptic inhibitory inputs to the loser cells than the other way round (30.35±3.44 v/s 27.86±3.29).

**CREB- case.** When a random 100 type C cells (25%) were converted to type A prior to training, the number of plastic cells did not decrease proportionately, and changed only from 156 to 125. Of these 104 were previously plastic, 21 were winners (A=6, B&C=15) and 52 became losers (A=38, B&C=14). Of the losers, 38 were due to the fact that the cell type changed from C to A and so they lost excitability. The remaining 14 loser cells (all B&C) received more di-synaptic inhibitory inputs compared to the winners (18.5±1.52 v/s 17.7±1.69, not significant), but also received more excitatory inputs than the winners (1.81±0.32 v/s 0.91±0.27, not significant). We performed a more detailed analysis of their characteristics using insights from a regression model (described later).
which revealed thalamic tone, shock and the presence of NE receptor to be significant 
(p<0.01) attributes of plastic cells. For this analysis we used 1 or 0 to indicate the 
presence or absence of each of these three attributes, and summed them on a cell by cell 
basis (range of 0 to 3) for the winners and losers. Interestingly, this summed value was 
significantly greater for winner cells compared to the losers (2.14±0.13 v/s 1.71±0.19, 
p<0.05).

Correlations and regression model: We performed correlation analysis between the 
various mechanisms that made a cell plastic, and two output measures: whether a cell was 
plastic or not (binary), and the firing rate of plastic cell (continuous). The mechanisms 
considered were the number of excitatory inputs from other plastic cells, the number of 
disynaptic inputs from other plastic cells via inhibitory interneurons, whether it receive 
thalamic, cortical and shock afferents (each binary), and whether it had DA and NE 
receptors (again binary). Significant correlations were determined (p<0.01 for all) with 
the following five inputs (ρ values provided in parenthesis): disynaptic inputs from 
plastic cells involving inhibitory interneurons (-0.185), thalamic tone (0.5148), cortical 
tone (0.1385), shock (0.3386), and presence of NE receptor (0.4096). A multi-linear 
regression model was then developed and yielded the following coefficients for the 
variables (in the same order, all binary except the first one; p<<.01): -0.1329, 20.9176, 

This analysis helps rank the binary mechanisms in their order of importance as follows:
thalamic tone, shock, NE receptor, and cortical tone.
Role of plasticity. In both the control and CREB up- and down-regulation cases, disynaptic inhibition via interneurons was a key mechanisms that enabled high firing PNs to inhibit their competitors. Plasticity in the thalamic and cortical pathways also played a role. In the model, the thalamic pathway has a larger learning rate implying that, for cells with similar intrinsic and afferent connections, the ones with thalamic tone were favored to be plastic, compared to the ones with cortical tone. A regression analysis using PN firing rate as output and the extrinsic (thalamic tone, cortical tone, shock) and intrinsic afferents and neuromodulation receptors (DA and NE), revealed that the significant ones were thalamic tone, shock, and NE receptor (p<0.01; data not shown).

We also performed several inactivation experiments to determine the roles of intra-amygdalar plasticity (in PN-PN, IN-PN, and PN-IN synapses) on the formation of plastic cells. Instead of remaining constant at 20% (N=156/800), inactivation of all intra-amygdalar plasticity caused the size of the number of plastic cells to increase by 54% (to N=240). This implicates intra-amygdalar plasticity as the mechanism limiting the number of plastic cells to 20%. Inactivating each individually revealed the following trends: with PN-PN plasticity off, the number of plastic cells decreased by 8% (to N=144); with PN-IN plasticity off, the number of plastic cells increased by 3% (to N=161); with IN-PN plasticity off, the number of plastic cells increased by 56%. This shows that IN-PN plasticity was the dominant form of plasticity and the others did not contribute much. These trends paralleled the changes in plasticity in the control case in these plastic cell synapses, as cited earlier: PN-PN synapses from all plastic cells to a plastic cell increased by 16±15%, IN-PN connections to plastic cells increased by 163±29%, while PN-IN
connections for both pre-synaptic plastic cells exhibited minimal change, <1%. We investigated this further and found an interesting pattern of synaptic weight changes for the various inactivation cases (Fig. S2): inactivation of PN-PN and PN-IN synapses had an insignificant effect on the average change in weight of the dominant IN-PN synapse.

These inactivation experiments also led to the finding that the inactivation manipulations led to another form of competition among the PNs. This is because inactivation of plasticity did not change the connections themselves, but alters their efficacy. This change in efficacy affected the firing rates of both PNs and INs. We found that the efficacy of the IN-PN connection was important in altering PN characteristics, and that inactivation typically caused a larger decrease in IN-PN weights for winners than losers, compared to the control case. However, this was not consistent and changes in efficacy of other weights such as PN-PN and PN-IN, and the changes in firing frequencies of PNs and INs were also important. Details related to these are complex and so provided in a separate attachment. We also found that the winner PNs also received a higher proportion of thalamic tone, shock and NE receptor distribution, compared to loser PNs. So, this suggests that IN-PN plasticity is the dominant intra-amygdalar form of plasticity. Moreover, the analysis suggests that the competition among PNs resulting from the inactivation of such intrinsic plasticity is affected primarily by the decrease in IN-PN plasticity compared to the control case, to a particular PN. The model also suggested the winner PNs had significantly more of the extrinsic afferents and had NE receptors, compared to loser PNs.
**DISCUSSION**

Competition has been hypothesized to cause only a small subset of cells (25%) to be assigned to the fear memory trace, even though most LAd cells receive the necessary inputs (Han et al., 2007, 2009). This was also shown recently in a biologically-realistic model of LAd (Kim et al., 2013b) that compared the intrinsic connectivity of plastic vs. non-plastic cells and identified a major substrate of this competition as being the differential distribution of excitatory connections between principal cells and the amount of disynaptic inhibition they generate in other projection cells. In addition to a more detailed investigation of the intrinsic connections, the present study also considered the role of extrinsic tone and shock inputs, and neuromodulator receptors in the competition.

**Synaptic competition occurs in a subset of principal cells**

Extending the findings in Kim et al. (2013), we found that all the PNs did not participate in the competition involving synaptic interactions. Tone responses of type A cells adapt rapidly and so none of those became plastic, indicating that they do not participate in the competition. In addition, we found that type B and C PNs that received both thalamic and cortical tones and shock (18%; they were invariably plastic and were not affected by intrinsic afferents), and the set that received no extrinsic tone and no shock (24%; they were never plastic) did not participate in the competition. So, approximately 42% of the PNs were non-participants in the synaptic competition.

Plastic cells were found to receive more inputs from plastic cells, compared to non-plastic cells, and this suggests that they may ‘band together’ and assist each other in the competition.
Inhibition is the key mechanism that control competition within LAd

Among the PNs that participate in the competition, the model implicates inhibition as the dominant mechanism in determining which ones become plastic, due to several reasons. First, the number of inhibitory (and not excitatory) inputs to a PN was inversely correlated with the PN firing rate. Second, IN firing rate increases with the number of inputs they receive from plastic cells, positioning interneurons well for disynaptically inhibiting other PNs. Third, a distinguishing feature of non-plastic cells was that they received significantly more disynaptic inhibitory inputs compared to plastic cells. Fourth, the cells that fail to conform to the probability predictions in Fig. 3 discussed in the previous section did so due to excessive inhibition.

Also, potentiation of inhibition (IN-PN synapse) in later COND trials leads to the formation of TP cells. While most of the other characteristics were similar, TP cells received significantly more inhibitory di-synaptic connections from plastic cells involving interneurons, compared to LP cells (22.4±7.1 v/s 14.5±7.6 (SD); p<0.001, α = 0.05).

Taken together, this suggests that inhibition via disynaptic inhibition is a key feature of the interactions among cells in the lateral amygdala.

Model provides guidelines to predict numbers of plastic cells, as well as winners and losers
The model suggests that tone responses of cells may be predicted based on the cell type, their neuromodulator receptors, extrinsic afferents, and intrinsic connections. For instance, type A cells can very rarely be plastic. Similarly, almost all cells of types B and C with two tones and shock are almost always plastic, irrespective of the other features. For the others, intrinsic connections as well as neuromodulator receptors played an important role.

Using the probability numbers in Fig. 3, we estimated the numbers of plastic cells in three other network configurations, a 1000-cell model that had much reduced connectivity between PNs, a 500-cell network, and a 100-cell network.

CONCLUSIONS

A previously developed biophysical model of LAd (Kim et al., 2013a,b) was used to investigate the intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms contributing to the formation of fear memory (Han et al., 2007, 2009) in LAd after conditioning. The model had identified excitatory connections between principal cells and the amount of disynaptic inhibition they generate in other projection cells as two factors that controlled the formation of such a memory. Here we considered the role of the tone and shock afferents as well as neuromodulators, in addition to a more detailed look at the role of intrinsic connectivity, in this competition. The model helps identify the specific roles of intrinsic excitability of PN cells, NM receptors, tone, shock, and PN-PN and IN-PN connections in making a cell plastic. Type B&C cells with both tones, shock and both NM receptors were always plastic unless they received overwhelming intrinsic inhibition. On the other hand, cells without tone and shock, as well as most type A cells, were always non-plastic. This
implies that competition occurs primarily among the remaining cells and seems to exhibit
the interesting patterns discussed.
METHODS (check references)

We provide a brief overview of the 1000-cell biophysical LAd model used in this study. The reader is referred to our prior study for a complete description (Kim et al., 2013b).

Single cell models

To reproduce the diversity of spike frequency adaptation seen in principal LA neurons (Faber et al., 2001; Faber et al., 2003; Power et al., 2011), we modeled three types of regular spiking principal cells, with high (type-A), intermediate (type-B), or low (type-C) spike frequency adaptation, due to the differential expression of a Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-dependent K\textsuperscript{+} current. LA also contains local GABAergic interneurons that exhibit various firing patterns, even among neurochemically-homogeneous subgroups (Pape and Paré, 2010). However, the majority displays a fast-spiking pattern, which was reproduced in the model.

The principal cell model had three compartments representing a soma (diameter 24.75 \(\mu\)m; length 25 \(\mu\)m), an apical dendrite (diameter 2.5 \(\mu\)m; length 119 \(\mu\)m) on which synapses were placed, and another dendrite (diameter 5 \(\mu\)m; length 400 \(\mu\)m) that helped match passive properties. Values of specific membrane resistance, membrane capacity and cytoplasmic (axial) resistivity were within the ranges reported in previous physiological studies. The current types, equations and densities, as well as the match of single cell model and experimental data for responses to various current injections can be found in recent reports (Kim et al., 2013b; Li et al., 2009).

The interneuron model had two compartments, a soma (diameter 15 \(\mu\)m; length 15 \(\mu\)m) and a dendrite (diameter 10 \(\mu\)m; length 150 \(\mu\)m). The passive membrane properties were as follows: \(R_m = 20 \text{K}\Omega\cdot\text{cm}^2\), \(C_m = 1.0 \mu\text{F/cm}^2\), \(R_a = 150 \Omega\cdot\text{cm}\), and \(E_L = -70 \text{mV}\).
Similar to the pyramidal cell, the interneuron model could reproduce the non-adapting repetitive firing behavior of fast spiking cells, as observed experimentally. Details including currents used have been reported separately (Kim et al., 2013b).

**Network structure and connectivity**

It was estimated that there are 24,000 principal cells in LAd (Tunnanen and Pitkanen, 2000). To keep computation times practical while capturing the complexity of the intra-LAd network, we modeled a scaled down (30:1) version of LAd that included 800 principal cells. The various types were in the following numbers: A-400, B-240, and C-160. Because the proportion of interneurons to principal cells is 20:80, the model included 200 interneurons. Principal cells and interneurons were distributed randomly in a realistic tri-dimensional representation of the horn-shaped LAd (Fig. 1A). By comparing the responses of LA cells to local applications of glutamate at various positions with respect to recorded neurons, general principles were inferred for connectivity among principal cells, as well as between local-circuit and principal neurons (Samson and Paré, 2006).

**Activity-dependent synaptic plasticity**

Model synapses could undergo activity-dependent synaptic plasticity, consistent with the experimental literature. All AMPA synapses in the model were endowed with long-term postsynaptic plasticity except for those delivering shock or background inputs. Also, all GABA synapses had long-term plasticity. This form of plasticity was implemented using a learning rule that uses the concentration of a post-synaptic calcium pool at each
modifiable synapse (Shouval et al., 2002a, 2002b). Calcium entered post-synaptic pools at excitatory synapses via NMDA receptors (and AMPA receptors for interneurons) and voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs). Similarly, calcium for pools at inhibitory synapses came from post-synaptic intra-cellular stores and VGCCs (Li et al., 2009). For both types of synapses, the synaptic weight decreased when the calcium concentration of the pool was below a lower threshold and increased when it exceeded an upper threshold. All model AMPA and GABA synapses also exhibited short-term presynaptic plasticity, with short-term depression at interneuron to principal cell and principal cell to interneuron connections. Additional details and equations related to the implementation of these plasticity mechanisms can be found in Kim et al. (2013b).

**Neuromodulator effects**

Neuromodulators have long been implicated in fear and anxiety, and are known to regulate Pavlovian fear learning and synaptic plasticity in LA (Bissière et al., 2003; Tully et al., 2007). Conditioned aversive stimuli alter the activity of ventral tegmental area and locus coeruleus neurons, which in turn modulate fear and anxiety through their widespread forebrain projections, including to the amygdala. Therefore, the model incorporated the effects of dopamine (DA) and norepinephrine (NE) on LAd cells, based on prior experimental reports.

**Inputs**

*Background synaptic inputs.* LA projection neurons have low spontaneous firing rates in control conditions (Gaudreau and Paré, 1996). To reproduce this, Poisson-distributed,
random excitatory background inputs were delivered to all model cells, resulting in average spontaneous firing rates of 0.7 Hz for principal cells and 7.2 Hz for interneurons.

**Tone and shock inputs.** Auditory fear conditioning is thought to depend on the convergence of inputs relaying information about the CS (tone) and US (footshock) in LA (LeDoux, 2000; Pape and Paré, 2010; Quirk et al., 1995). In the model, the CS and US inputs were represented by glutamatergic synapses acting via AMPA and NMDA receptors. The frequency of thalamic and cortical tone inputs during habituation was set to 20 Hz. The tone inputs also included noise represented by random Poisson spikes with an average frequency of 2 Hz. The following distribution of inputs was used for the simulations: uniform total tone density throughout LAd with 70% of the LAdd cells receiving thalamic and 35% receiving cortical tone projections, and the opposite for LAdv, i.e., 35% of LAdv cells receiving thalamic and 70% receiving cortical tone projections. The shock inputs were distributed uniformly to 70% of LAd cells.

**Conditioning protocol used in simulations**

The schedule of tone and shock inputs in the simulations was based on in vivo studies (Quirk et al., 1995). We scaled down the timing of the auditory fear conditioning protocol so that it would be suitable for computational studies (Fig. 1B). The protocol included three phases (habituation, conditioning and recall), comprised of 8, 16 and 4 trials, respectively. Each trial featured a 0.5 sec tone CS followed by a 3.5 sec gap. Only during conditioning, a shock was administered 100 msec prior to the end of the tone, so that they co-terminated. In light of evidence that fear conditioning leads to plasticity in CS afferent
pathways, the frequency of thalamic and cortical tone inputs was increased to 40 Hz after the first and sixth conditioning trials, respectively.

**Plastic cells**

Using the definition in Repa et al. (2001), a model PN in Kim et al. (2013) was considered ‘plastic’ if its CS-elicited firing during any of the four trial conditioning blocks was higher than during the habituation trials using a t-test with a significance threshold of $P < 0.05$. As in Repa et al. (2001), in the second step, a “persistence” value was calculated for each plastic cell by dividing the increase in CS responses during late conditioning (final eight trials) by that seen during early conditioning (first eight trials), both relative to habituation. Model plastic cells with persistence values of $< 0.75$ were classified as “transiently plastic” (TP) cells (Fig.4A1), and those with persistence values $>0.75$ were classified as “long-term plastic” (LP) cells (Fig. 4A2). The results in Kim et al. (2013) indicated that the criterion permitted several PNs to be plastic, even with an increase of only 1-2 spikes during the conditioning trials. To avoid inclusion of these low firing cells, we required that all plastic cells fire at a frequency $> 4$Hz during the first extinction block (initial 300 ms of tone). Adding this criterion reduced the number of plastic cells from 198 to 156, with virtually no type A cells ($\sim$1%) being part of the fear memory trace.

All model runs were performed using parallel NEURON (Carnevale and Hines, 2006) running on a Beowulf supercluster with a time step of 10 $\mu$s. The primary model used in
this study will be available on the ModelDB public database
(http://senselab.med.yale.edu/ModelDB/) as part of our previous publication (Kim et al., 2013b).
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**FIGURE TITLES**

**Figure 1.** (A) Electroresponsive properties of model LA neurons. Voltage responses of model cells to intracellular current injection. The responses of the three types of principal cells (types A, B and C) to current injections (left: 400 pA; middle: 300 pA; right: -100 pA; duration 600 ms) are similar to those reported in Faber et al. (2001). (B) Voltage responses of the interneuron model to 200-ms current injections of the same magnitude as in A. (C) Schematic of the LAd network model with 800 principal cells (red and green dots, 400 each, represent principal cells in LAdd and LAdv, respectively) and 200 interneurons (black dots). The principal cells in the model were populated randomly in the horn shaped tridimensional structure with dimensions of 800 μm in the rostral-caudal, 800 μm in the ventral-dorsal, and 400 μm in the medial-lateral directions. (D) Fear conditioning protocol for the model. As in the experiments of Repa et al. (2001), the “behavioral” protocol included habituation, conditioning and extinction phases, with 8, 16 and 20 trials, respectively. (E) Tone responses of LAd cells during the different phases of the behavioral protocol. (E1) Model (black, N=91/800) and experimental (red; N=12/100; from Repa et al., 2001) tone responses of TP cells show a sudden increase during early conditioning, and then drop to habituation levels during late conditioning. (E2) Model (black; N=107/800) and experimental (red; N=12/100) tone responses of LP cells increase gradually with conditioning and persist during extinction.

**Figure 2.** (A) Direct or indirect shock is important to increase the firing frequency of PNs. Variation of firing frequency of PNs (Hz) with tone and shock afferents received; (B)
Increase in tone-PN weights after fear training for different groups of PNs. LF- Low firing; MF- Medium Firing; HF – High firing; PC- plastic cell; NPC- non-plastic cell.

**Figure 3.** Probability (y-axis) that a PN will be plastic based on the tone and shock afferents it receives.

**Figure 4.** Variation of the number of inputs received by PNs from plastic cell inputs for the various groups.

**Figure 5.** Variation of the number of disynaptic inhibitory inputs from plastic cell received by PNs in the various groups.

**Figure 6.** Variation of PN firing rate with the numbers of excitatory and disynaptic inhibitory inputs received from plastic cells, for the various groups of PNs.

**Figure 7.** Differential intrinsic connectivity supports competition. Monosynaptic excitatory (A,C,E) and disynaptic inhibitory (B,D,F) connections among as well as between plastic and non-plastic cells (x-axis) in the control case. (C-F) Connections of type B-C “winner” and “loser” cells in the CREB+ (C,D) and CREB– (E,F) simulations. Averages ± s.e.m.
FIGURE TITLES

**Figure 2.1.** (A) Electroresponsive properties of model LA neurons. Voltage responses of model cells to intracellular current injection. The responses of the three types of principal cells (types A, B and C) to current injections (left: 400 pA; middle: 300 pA; right: -100 pA; duration 600 ms) are similar to those reported in Faber et al. (2001). (B) Voltage responses of the interneuron model to 200-ms current injections of the same magnitude as in A. (C) Schematic of the LAd network model with 800 principal cells (red and green dots, 400 each, represent principal cells in LAdd and LAdv, respectively) and 200 interneurons (black dots). The principal cells in the model were populated randomly in the horn shaped tridimensional structure with dimensions of 800 μm in the rostral-caudal, 800 μm in the ventral-dorsal, and 400 μm in the medial-lateral directions. (D) Fear conditioning protocol for the model. As in the experiments of Repa et al. (2001), the “behavioral” protocol included habituation, conditioning and extinction phases, with 8, 16 and 20 trials, respectively. (E) Tone responses of LAd cells during the different phases of the behavioral protocol. (E1) Model (black, N=91/800) and experimental (red; N=12/100; from Repa et al., 2001) tone responses of TP cells show a sudden increase during early conditioning, and then drop to habituation levels during late conditioning. (E2) Model (black; N=107/800) and experimental (red; N=12/100) tone responses of LP cells increase gradually with conditioning and persist during extinction.
**Figure 2.2.** (A) Direct or indirect shock is important to increase the firing frequency of PNs. Variation of firing frequency of PNs (Hz) with tone and shock afferents received; (B) Increase in tone-PN weights after fear training for different groups of PNs. LF- Low firing; MF- Medium Firing; HF – High firing; PC- plastic cell; NPC- non-plastic cell.

**Figure 2.3.** Probability (y-axis) that a PN will be plastic based on the tone and shock afferents it receives.

**Figure 2.4.** Variation of the number of inputs received by PNs from plastic cell inputs for the various groups

**Figure 2.5.** Variation of the number of di-synaptic inhibitory inputs from plastic cell received by PNs in the various groups

**Figure 2.6.** Variation of PN firing rate with the numbers of excitatory and di-synaptic inhibitory inputs received from plastic cells, for the various groups of PNs.

**Figure 2.7.** Differential intrinsic connectivity supports competition. Monosynaptic excitatory (A,C,E) and di-synaptic inhibitory (B,D,F) connections among as well as between plastic and non-plastic cells (x-axis) in the control case. (C-F) Connections of type B-C “winner” and “loser” cells in the CREB + (C,D) and CREB - (E,F) simulations. Averages ± s.e.m.
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CHAPTER 3

Parametric studies related to mechanisms of storage of amygdala fear

ABSTRACT
Intrinsic excitability of principal cells as well as competitive synaptic interactions between them has been shown to play an important role in the assignment of model lateral amygdala (LA) neurons to a fear memory trace. Here we investigated similar mechanisms were applicable for models with connectivity configuration in the cortex which differs from that in subcortical structures such as LAd. Furthermore, we also considered the effect of model size by considering 1000-, 500- and 100-cell networks, each with biophysical models of principal cells (PN) and interneurons (IN). The new connectivity configuration was able to replicate all findings from the previous model including the formation of two tone responsive populations after fear conditioning. Models with reduced network sizes were equally effective indicating that small networks were also capable of forming memories via synaptic interactions and plasticity.

INTRODUCTION
The classical fear conditioning paradigm has been extensively used to study how an initially neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus-CS) elicits conditioned fear responses after pairing with a noxious unconditioned stimulus (US). In rodent fear conditioning
experiments, the most studied region is the dorsal portion of the lateral amygdala (LAd) which has been established as a critical site of plasticity for the storage of CS-US associations (LeDoux, 2000; reviewed in Pape and Paré, 2010). Fear conditioning using auditory tones (LeDoux, 2000; Maren 2001; Pape and Paré, 2010) increases the CS responsiveness of principal neurons (PNs) in the dorsal subdivision of the rodent lateral amygdala (LAd) (Quirk et al., 1995; Collins and Paré, 2000; Repa et al., 2001; Goosens et al., 2003). PNs in the most dorsal part of LAd display increases in CS responsiveness that last for only a few trials (transiently plastic or TP cells) and the more ventrally located PNs show persistent increases in CS responses, even resisting extinction (Repa et al., 2001).

A recent biophysical 1000-cell model of dorsal subdivision of the rodent lateral amygdala (Kim et al., 2013a) successfully replicated the observed (Repa et al., 2001) temporal patterns of increased tone responsiveness displayed by neurons in the dorsal and ventral parts of LAd during Pavlovian fear conditioning. The model included conductance-based models of 800 PNs and 200 INs that reproduced the experimentally observed electroresponsive properties of these cell types, neuromodulatory inputs from brainstem dopaminergic and noradrenergic neurons, and spatially heterogeneous intrinsic connectivity (Pape and Paré, 2010). The network model was used to investigate competitive mechanisms between neurons underlying formation of the ‘fear memory trace’ in LAd (Han et al., 2007, 2009), and considered primarily intrinsic excitability and intrinsic connections. A later study (Jiang et al., in prep) considered role of extrinsic tone and shock afferents, and neuromodulation effects, and also investigate the role of intrinsic connectivity in more detail. While the previous study considered a connectivity
configuration specific to LAd (Pape and Paré, 2010), the present study investigates whether competition among PNs might hold for a general cortical connectivity configuration where PNs connect to other PNs over larger distances, but connectivity of INs is limited to only local domains. Would such a connectivity configuration also support competition, and if so, how might the mechanisms involved in recruiting principal cells to the fear memory trace differ.

RESULTS

We conducted parametric studies using different network model sizes and connectivity to investigate the changes these parameters made to the role of the various cellular mechanisms in the competition to be recruited into the LAd fear memory trace. Specifically, we used a 1000-cell biophysical model of LAd with reduced connectivity, and two reduced order model sizes of 500 and 100 cells. It is noted that, as with previous model, all of the present ones were also tuned to produce these two distinct tone responsive cell populations and their percentages seen in experiments (Repa et al., 2001). All reported values are averages ± s.e.m. expressed as percent change from control and tone responses are computed as spikes per tone within 300 ms of tone onset. We also focus on the four key features differentiate the principal cells: their type (A, B, C), the neuromodulator receptors they have (DA, NE or both), the extrinsic inputs they receive (one tone, two tones, shock), and the numbers of intrinsic excitatory (PN-PN) inhibitory connections (IN-PN) that they receive.
Mechanisms involved in the formation of plastic cells hold for different connectivity types and network sizes

This LA model uses the same type A, type B and type C cells as the previous LA model. And the proportion of different type of cells were also in the same ratio (A:B:C = 5:3:2). And same proportion of external inputs including thalamic tone input, cortical tone input and shock are assigned to the principal cells and interneurons in the dorsal part and ventral part of Lad. The difference between the new model and previous model is the connectivity between principal cells and interneurons. In the previous LA model, the principal cells and interneurons are connected to each other using a connection probability of 2.5%. However, in this new LA model, the principal cells are grouped around an interneuron which connects to them within a certain radius. Each interneuron will connect the principal cells within a radius of 173 μm. The principal cells reciprocate these connections with a probability of 25%.

The simulation of the new LA1000 model resulted in 177 plastic cells (22% of PN, LP = 109, TP = 68). The tone responsiveness of the LP and TP cells are shown in Fig. 3.1. From the figure we can find that the two tone responsive populations of LP and TP cells exhibited behavior that matched the biological data from Repa et al. (2001), and the total number of plastic cells is also in the range of plastic cells observed experimentally (20% to 25%; Repa et al. (20001), Han et al., (2007, 2009)).

After tuning the model to produce the required number of plastic cells, we examined the characteristics of plastic cells and non-plastic cells in this new model. The firing frequency of plastic cells and non-plastic cells and of interneurons of this model are shown in Fig. 3.2. Based on the same criteria as used for the previous LA model (see
chapter 2), we classified the principal cells into three groups: high firing, medium firing and low firing. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the firing frequency of the plastic cells and non-plastic cells are at about the same level as the firing frequencies of the plastic cells and non-plastic cells in the previous model. Then we investigated how the number of excitatory inputs and number of inhibitory inputs influence the firing frequency of the plastic cells, and found the behavior shown in Fig. 3.3. This figure is similar to the figure in corresponding figure for the previous model (see chapter 2). However, the firing frequency was inversely correlated with the number of inhibitory inputs, rather than being directly correlated to excitatory inputs as in the previous model. Then we checked the firing frequency of interneurons and we found that in the new model, the firing frequency of interneurons was correlated with the number excitatory inputs (fig. 3.5), consistent with the previous model.

**Competition also occur between the control case and CREB cases of the new LA model**

We also simulated two CREB cases using the new LAd model. Similar to what we did for the previous LAd model, we made a new CREB +25% model by randomly converting 25% of type A cells to type B and type C cells, and in the new CREB -25% case we randomly picked 25% type B and type C cells and converted them to type A cells. An examination of the CREB case data showed 193 plastic cells for the CREB +25% case and 147 for the CREB -25% case, which indicates that competition also occurred in the LA model with new connectivity configuration. We then checked the excitatory and inhibitory connections between winners and losers. In Fig. 3.4 we found the pattern to be
similar to that in the previous model (see Fig. 2.7 of Chapter 2) except in the CREB -25% case where winner cells provided more excitatory inputs to loser cells than loser cells provided to winner cells. However, since number of inhibitory inputs play the dominant role, the difference in the number of excitatory input is probably not important.

**Prediction of the number of plastic cells**

Based on the external inputs and NM receptors, we again classified the plastic cells into different groups as we did in Chapter 2 and then calculated the probability of PN cells becoming plastic cells (see Fig. 3.6), as with the previous model. Unlike the pattern shown in Fig. 2.7, the external inputs seems to be less important for principal cells to become plastic cells, in this new connectivity configuration. This may be due to the fact that in this new model, reciprocal connections increase the effect of inhibitory inputs and make the number of inhibitory inputs play a more dominant role in determining the plasticity of principal cells.

**Effect of reduced connectivity on competition**

We performed preliminary investigations on the role of connectivity in competition by reducing the connectivity between principal cells to a lower number and then to the extreme case of no connectivity between principal cells. The results are shown in Table 1. With reduced connectivity, the number of plastic cells dropped to 145 and with no connectivity they dropped further to 92. We then ran CREB cases with these models and found that there were winner and loser cells, as shown in Table 1. These results are very preliminary and are included for completion here. For each of these reduced connectivity
configurations, further tuning should be performed to get the number of plastic cells to 177 (as in the control case) and only then should CREB cases be implemented. Although competition is seen presently also, tuning it further may ensure that the ‘size’ of the memory trace remains relatively constant. These are issues for further investigation.

DISCUSSION

Memory formation in brains could involve relatively few neurons, such as the case during fear memory formation in LAd which has been shown to involve only about a quarter of the principal cells (2009). So, even though 70% of LAd cells receive afferent tone and shock inputs, only 25% shows increased CS-evoked responses after fear training and this was hypothesized to be due to competition among the PNs (Han et al., 2007). A recent biologically-realistic model of LAd (Kim et al., 2013b) identified a major substrate of this competition as being the differential distribution of excitatory connections between principal cells and the amount of disynaptic inhibition they generate in other projection cells.

CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the details of how intrinsic excitability of principal cells as well as competitive synaptic interactions between them help some PNs get recruited into the fear memory trace at the expense of others. For this we considered a general connectivity configuration as seen in the cortex, which differs from that in subcortical structures such as LAd. The new connectivity configuration was able to replicate all findings from the previous model including the formation of two tone responsive populations after fear
conditioning. We also considered the effect of model size by considering 1000-, 500- and 100-cell networks, and found those to be equally effective indicating that small networks were also capable of forming memories via synaptic interactions and plasticity.

METHODS

We provide a brief overview of the 1000-cell biophysical LAd model used in this study. The reader is referred to our prior study for a complete description (Kim et al., 2013b).

Single cell models

To reproduce the diversity of spike frequency adaptation seen in principal LA neurons (Faber et al., 2001; Faber et al., 2003; Power et al., 2011), we modeled three types of regular spiking principal cells, with high (type-A), intermediate (type-B), or low (type-C) spike frequency adaptation, due to the differential expression of a Ca$^{2+}$-dependent $K^+$ current. LA also contains local GABAergic interneurons that exhibit various firing patterns, even among neurochemically-homogeneous subgroups (Pape and Paré, 2010). However, the majority displays a fast-spiking pattern, which was reproduced in the model.

The principal cell model had three compartments representing a soma (diameter 24.75 µm; length 25 µm), an apical dendrite (diameter 2.5 µm; length 119 µm) on which synapses were placed, and another dendrite (diameter 5 µm; length 400 µm) that helped match passive properties. Values of specific membrane resistance, membrane capacity and cytoplasmic (axial) resistivity were within the ranges reported in previous physiological studies. The current types, equations and densities, as well as the match of
single cell model and experimental data for responses to various current injections can be found in recent reports (Kim et al., 2013b; Li et al., 2009).

The interneuron model had two compartments, a soma (diameter 15 µm; length 15 µm) and a dendrite (diameter 10 µm; length 150 µm). The passive membrane properties were as follows: \( R_m = 20 \, \text{KΩ-cm}^2 \), \( C_m = 1.0 \, \mu\text{F/cm}^2 \), \( R_a = 150 \, \Omega\text{-cm} \), and \( E_L = -70 \, \text{mV} \). Similar to the pyramidal cell, the interneuron model could reproduce the non-adapting repetitive firing behavior of fast spiking cells, as observed experimentally. Details including currents used have been reported separately (Kim et al., 2013b).

**Network structure and connectivity**

It was estimated that there are 24,000 principal cells in LAd (Tunnanen and Pitkanen, 2000). To keep computation times practical while capturing the complexity of the intra-LAd network, we modeled a scaled down (30:1) version of LAd that included 800 principal cells. The various types were in the following numbers: A-400, B-240, and C-160. Because the proportion of interneurons to principal cells is 20:80, the model included 200 interneurons. Principal cells and interneurons were distributed randomly in a realistic tri-dimensional representation of the horn-shaped LAd (Fig. 1.1A). By comparing the responses of LA cells to local applications of glutamate at various positions with respect to recorded neurons, general principles were inferred for connectivity among principal cells, as well as between local-circuit and principal neurons (Samson and Paré, 2006).
**Activity-dependent synaptic plasticity**

Model synapses could undergo activity-dependent synaptic plasticity, consistent with the experimental literature. All AMPA synapses in the model were endowed with long-term postsynaptic plasticity except for those delivering shock or background inputs. Also, all GABA synapses had long-term plasticity. This form of plasticity was implemented using a learning rule that uses the concentration of a post-synaptic calcium pool at each modifiable synapse (Shouval et al., 2002a, 2002b). Calcium entered post-synaptic pools at excitatory synapses via NMDA receptors (and AMPA receptors for interneurons) and voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs). Similarly, calcium for pools at inhibitory synapses came from post-synaptic intra-cellular stores and VGCCs (Li et al, 2009). For both types of synapses, the synaptic weight decreased when the calcium concentration of the pool was below a lower threshold and increased when it exceeded an upper threshold. All model AMPA and GABA synapses also exhibited short-term presynaptic plasticity, with short-term depression at interneuron to principal cell and principal cell to interneuron connections. Additional details and equations related to the implementation of these plasticity mechanisms can be found in Kim et al. (2013b).

**Neuromodulator effects**

Neuromodulators have long been implicated in fear and anxiety, and are known to regulate Pavlovian fear learning and synaptic plasticity in LA (Bissière et al., 2003; Tully et al., 2007). Conditioned aversive stimuli alter the activity of ventral tegmental area and locus coerules neurons, which in turn modulate fear and anxiety through their widespread forebrain projections, including to the amygdala. Therefore, the model
incorporated the effects of dopamine (DA) and norepinephrine (NE) on LAd cells, based on prior experimental reports.

**Inputs**

*Background synaptic inputs.* LA projection neurons have low spontaneous firing rates in control conditions (Gaudreau and Paré, 1996). To reproduce this, Poisson-distributed, random excitatory background inputs were delivered to all model cells, resulting in average spontaneous firing rates of 0.7 Hz for principal cells and 7.2 Hz for interneurons.

*Tone and shock inputs.* Auditory fear conditioning is thought to depend on the convergence of inputs relaying information about the CS (tone) and US (footshock) in LA (LeDoux, 2000; Pape and Paré, 2010; Quirk et al., 1995). In the model, the CS and US inputs were represented by glutamatergic synapses acting via AMPA and NMDA receptors. The frequency of thalamic and cortical tone inputs during habituation was set to 20 Hz. The tone inputs also included noise represented by random Poisson spikes with an average frequency of 2 Hz. The following distribution of inputs was used for the simulations: uniform total tone density throughout LAd with 70% of the LAdd cells receiving thalamic and 35% receiving cortical tone projections, and the opposite for LAdv, i.e., 35% of LAdv cells receiving thalamic and 70% receiving cortical tone projections. The shock inputs were distributed uniformly to 70% of LAd cells.

**Conditioning protocol used in simulations**

The schedule of tone and shock inputs in the simulations was based on in vivo studies (Quirk et al., 1995). We scaled down the timing of the auditory fear conditioning protocol
so that it would be suitable for computational studies. The protocol included three phases (habituation, conditioning and recall), comprised of 8, 16 and 4 trials, respectively. Each trial featured a 0.5 sec tone CS followed by a 3.5 sec gap. Only during conditioning, a shock was administered 100 msec prior to the end of the tone, so that they co-terminated. In light of evidence that fear conditioning leads to plasticity in CS afferent pathways, the frequency of thalamic and cortical tone inputs was increased to 40 Hz after the first and sixth conditioning trials, respectively.

**Plastic cells**

Using the definition in Repa et al. (2001), a model PN in Kim et al. (2013) was considered ‘plastic’ if its CS-elicited firing during any of the four trial conditioning blocks was higher than during the habituation trials using a t-test with a significance threshold of P <0.05. As in Repa et al. (2001), in the second step, a “persistence” value was calculated for each plastic cell by dividing the increase in CS responses during late conditioning (final eight trials) by that seen during early conditioning (first eight trials), both relative to habituation. Model plastic cells with persistence values of < 0.75 were classified as “transiently plastic” (TP) cells (Fig. 2.1F), and those with persistence values >0.75 were classified as “long-term plastic” (LP) cells (Fig. 2.1E). The results in Kim et al. (2013) indicated that the criterion permitted ~200 PNs to be plastic, with only an increase of 1 spike during the conditioning trials. To avoid inclusion of these low firing cells, we required that all plastic cells fire at a frequency > 4Hz during the first extinction block (initial 300 ms of tone). Adding this criterion reduced the number of plastic cells to 156, with virtually no type A cells (~1%) being part of the fear memory trace.
All model runs were performed using parallel NEURON (Carnevale and Hines, 2006) running on a Beowulf supercluster with a time step of 10 µs. The primary model used in this study will be available on the ModelDB public database (http://senselab.med.yale.edu/ModelDB/) as part of our previous publication (Kim et al., 2013b).
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FIGURE TITLES

**Figure 3.1.** Tone responsiveness of LP cells (Fig. 3.1A) and TP (Fig. 3.1B) cells of the new LA model during the whole behavioral protocol.

**Figure 3.2.** Comparison of firing frequency (y-axis) of plastic cells and non-plastic cells of the new LA model.

**Figure 3.3.** Relationship between number of excitatory inputs/number of di-synaptic inhibitory inputs and the firing frequency of new plastic cells (y-axis).

**Figure 3.4.** Comparison of excitatory connections and di-synaptic inhibitory inputs between plastic cells and non-plastic cells for control case (winner and losers for CREB cases).

**Figure 3.5.** Interneuron firing frequency (y-axis) based on the different external inputs.

**Figure 3.6.** Probability (y-axis) that a PN will be plastic based on the tone and shock afferents it receives.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

4.1 SUMMARY

We used a 1000-cell biophysical model to investigate detailed mechanisms involved in the formation of fear memory in a rodent lateral amygdala after classical fear conditioning.

Chapter 2. In chapter 2, a 1000-cell biophysical model of LAd was used to shed light on details related to the storage of fear in rodent LAd after Pavlovian fear conditioning, and the main findings in this chapter included the following: (i) the firing rate of PNs was controlled by di-synaptic inhibition from plastic cells; (ii) IN firing frequency correlated with the number of excitatory inputs from plastic cells; (iii) tone and shock afferents play an important role in determining which PNs became plastic (Fig. 2.3) and also showed that competition is restricted to a smaller group of PNs that received one tone and shock, no tone and shock, or one or two tones and no shock; (iv) Neuromodulator receptors and net excitation played an important role in the sub-groups involved in the competition; and (v) inhibition was more important than excitation in the competition.

Future work: More detailed studies of the synaptic transmission properties of the 3-compartmental model should be conducted, particularly as it impacts plasticity. This could include a study of the various plasticity models, including the role of dendritic spikes and back propagating action potentials on modulating such plasticity. Also,
different single cell models need to be considered. For instance, can a single compartmental model or an Izhikevich model reproduce the observed findings.

**Chapter 3.** The findings in this chapter included the following: (i) the form of competition identified in chapter 2 seems to hold for networks with reduced connectivity, as well as those with different sizes. Other findings will be added here later.

*Future work:* Investigate the effect of changing single cell model types. Also, use the detailed 69-compartmental LA single cell model types developed recently, in a small network of 100 cells to determine whether the findings so far can be reproduced.
APPENDIX

Chapter 2

Additional Material I

1. NETWORK CONNECTION CHARACTERISTICS

- Types: Type A: 400; Type B: 240; Type C: 160

- Intrinsic connections
  - Pyr2Pyr: 21.23 (SD=9.94); Int2Pyr: 20.44 (SD=8.01); Pyr2Int: 22.41 (SD=10.06)

- Extrinsic connections for Pyramidal cells [144+305+111+190+50=800]
  - 144 cells receive two tone inputs and shock, among them:
    - 68 cells have both DA and NE receptors
    - 33 cells have only DA receptors
    - 27 cells have only NE receptors
    - 16 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  - 305 cells receive one tone input and shock, among them:
    - 118 cells have both DA and NE receptors
    - 74 cells have only DA receptors & 63 cells have only NE receptors
    - 50 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  - 111 cells receive shock input but no tone inputs, among them:
    - 40 cells have both DA and NE receptors
    - 33 cells have only DA receptors & 20 cells have only NE receptors
    - 18 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
- 190 cells receive at least one tone inputs and no shock, among them:
  - 46 cells have both DA and NE receptors
  - 62 cells have only DA receptors & 39 cells have only NE receptors
  - 43 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
- 50 cells receive no tone inputs and no shock, among them:
  - 0 cells have both DA and NE receptors
  - 17 cells have only DA receptors & 10 cells have only NE receptors
  - 23 cells have no neuromodulation receptors

- Extrinsic connections for Interneurons \([21+68+61+31+19=200]\)
  - 21 cells receive two tone inputs and shock, among them:
    - 19 cells have only NE receptors
    - 2 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  - 68 cells receive one tone input and shock, among them:
    - 57 cells have only NE receptors
    - 11 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  - 61 cells receive shock input but no tone inputs, among them:
    - 39 cells have only NE receptors
    - 22 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  - 31 cells receive at least one tone inputs and no shock, among them:
    - 21 cells have only NE receptors
    - 10 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  - 19 cells receive no tone inputs and no shock, among them:
17 cells have only NE receptors
2 cells have no neuromodulation receptors

2. FORMATION OF PLASTIC cells

2.1 TP CELLS

Of the 91 TP cells, 83.5% (n=40) showed increases in tone weight and some representative cells were: #439, #391, #388, #376, #374, #339, #295, #274, #270, #267, #249, #247, #245, #231, #225, #180, #178, etc.

There are three typical tone weight growth patterns: (1) tone weight goes to the maximum of 20, (2) tone weight goes to an intermediate value of around 10, and (3) no significant change.

Case 1: Tone weight exceeds 18 (HAB:0-32;COND:32-96;Gap:96-196;EXT:196-364)

N=23; Some representative cells were: #374, #376, #388, etc.

For TP cells that show increase in tone weight, all of the increases occur dramatically starting the shock of the second conditioning trial, where neuromodulation effects kick in. The tone weight increases with each shock till it reaches a maximum value, typically by the end of the fifth (at around 52 seconds into the protocol). The weight then starts to decrease around the tenth conditioning trial (due to increasing inhibition from type 1 interneurons, as we explain below). The weight decreases very slowly during the gap between conditioning and extinction trials. At the beginning of extinction trials, the weight decreases faster initially, and then slows eventually going to a steady value that is higher than the initial weight (probably again due to increasing inhibition from interneurons).
• TP cells, whose tone weight reaches the maximum value (20) were found to have both DA and NE receptors and received shock input.
• Also, if a TP cell has only one neuromodulation receptor, its tone weight did not go to the maximum value. An exception was TP cell #159 which had only DA receptors and shock input but the tone weight reached the maximum value.

**Case 2: Tone weight exceeds 10% but final weight < 18 (changes were significant for all these cases)**

N=17; Some representative cells were: #339, #75, #180, #225, etc.
• TP cell #339 and #75, whose tone weight increased but did not reach the maximum value (20), receives shock input but did not have NE receptors.
• However, cells #180 and #225, with both DA and NE receptors and shock input did not reach had high inhibition from interneurons (34 and 35, respectively), and so their weights still reached only 14 and 18, respectively.

**Case 3: Tone weight increase < 10% (we found these to be insignificant changes)**

N=36; Some representative cells were: #687, #492, #269, #250, #182, #152, etc.
For TP cells whose finally weight decreased, the patterns are as follows:

- Examples of patterns showing continuous decrease of tone weight were #637, #343, #137. Cell #637 and cell #137 had only DA receptors, cell #343 only NE receptor. All these three cells received shock inputs. These three cells show that even when a cell gets shock input, but has only neuromodulation receptor, either DA or NE, its weight may not increase.

- Other such cells are #s 19, 59, 70, 75, 106, 115. All these cells mentioned above only have DA receptor without NE receptors.

- TP cells #687, #492, #269, #250, #182, #152, #146, #145, #96, #86, #79, #41, #31 and #1, did not have their tone weights increase because they did not receive shock inputs.

**Figure 2.** Two typical weight decrease patterns, both insignificant.

Other observations: For TP cells receiving both thalamic and cortical tone inputs, both tone weights increase in a similar manner with significantly lesser increase in the cortical line (average of 103.2% thalamic and 30.5% tone weights; t-test with 5%, and the p-value is 4.87E-8.

### 2.2 LP cells

Of the 107 LP cells, 83.2% (n=89) showed increases in tone weight similar to TP cells, and some representative cells were: #306, #262, #248, #212, #227, #246, #332, etc.
Case 1: Tone weight exceeds 18

N=38; Some representative cells were: #306, #262, #248, #212, etc.

- For an LP cell, if its tone weight increases, it follows the two patterns as TP cells. The difference is that for some LP cells, the level of tone weight during the 100 second gap is the same as the weight during the late conditioning phase, where the tone weight reach the maximum value. The LP cells follow this pattern are cell #361, #360, #353, #345, #331, #324, #318, #315, #309, #306, #262, #248, #212, etc.

**Figure 3.** Weight change pattern of some LP cells.

- The cells mentioned above all receive shock inputs, and they have at least one type of neuromodulation receptor, DA or NE.

Case 2: Tone weight exceeds 10% but final weight < 18 (changes were significant):

N=51; Some representative cells were: #227, #246, #332, etc.

**Figure 4.** Intermediate LP cell tone weight change pattern.
This case happens usually when the LP cells do not get enough neuromodulation receptors, or receive too many inhibitions from interneurons even if they have shock inputs.

Case 3: Tone weight increase < 10% (we found these to be insignificant changes)

N=17; Some representative cells were: #730, #683, #458, #783, etc.

There are three LP cells #711, #730, #683, #554, #553, #299 and #784 that do not show an increase in tone weights maybe because they do not receive shock inputs, have one of the neuromodulation receptors. Another set of LP cells #297, #458, #783, #763, all receive shock inputs and have neuromodulation receptors, but their tone weights still decreased.

Other observations: For LP cells receiving both thalamic and cortical tone inputs, both tone weights increase in a similar manner with comparable increases in both lines (average 57% for thalamic and 65.2% for cortical tone weights, with no significant difference)

2.3. Reason for decrease of tone weight in late conditioning for TP cells

- We explored why the tone weight of TP cells start decreasing beginning the end the tenth conditioning trial, while those of LP cells show very little change. While most of the other characteristics were similar, LP cells received significantly fewer inhibitory connections from interneurons compared to TP cells as shown in the table below (p=1.15E-7, t-test with α = 0.05).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg. # of monosynaptic inhibitory connections</th>
<th>No. of LP cells (SD)</th>
<th>No. of TP cells (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.49 (7.59)</td>
<td>22.40 (7.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- In section 2.4, we show that interneurons have two kinds of firing patterns, one that keeps increasing across the conditioning trials. For plastic cells that receives significant inhibition from interneurons that increase their firing with conditioning, their tone responses can decrease during the late conditioning phase itself, and these become TP cells. The ones that receive fewer inhibition from such high firing interneurons remain LP cells.

2.4 ANALYSIS OF INTERNEURON FIRING ACROSS TRIALS

- An analysis of the firing patterns of interneurons revealed two typical patterns as shown in fig. 5 below. We used a regression fit of the firing frequency across trials, and if the R2 of the fit was larger than 25% and the frequency increases, it was classified as type 1 where frequency
Figure 5. Typical firing pattern of interneurons: (A) firing frequency increases across trials from 20 to 80 Hz; (B) firing frequency changes randomly around a mean of about 20 Hz.

continuously increased, and if it was classified as a type 2 interneurons where there was random fluctuation in frequency and no steady increase. Using this classification, we found that 98 interneurons out of 200 were type 1, and the remaining 102 were type 2.

- We then explored how the types were related to external inputs (thalamic tone, cortical tone or shock), presence of NE neuromodulation receptors, and the excitatory drive it received. This analysis revealed that shock inputs and/or NE receptors were not enough to determine the behavior. This led to the finding that the excitatory drive to an interneuron was important in determining whether it would increase its firing or not.

Below is a histogram of the number of excitatory inputs received by interneurons.
• There are 21 interneurons receiving two tone inputs and shock inputs, among them:
  
  8 < 15 inputs; 9 between 15 and 30, and 4 more than 30

• There are 68 interneurons receiving one tone inputs and shock inputs.
  
  16 < 15 inputs; 39 between 15 and 30, and 13 more than 30

• There are 61 interneurons receiving no tone inputs and shock inputs.
  
  5 < 15 inputs; 44 between 15 and 30, and 12 more than 30.

• There are 19 interneurons receiving no tone inputs and no shock inputs.
  
  4 < 15 inputs; 13 between 15 and 30, and 2 more than 30

• There are 31 interneurons receiving at least one tone inputs and no shock inputs.
  
  14 < 15 inputs; 12 between 15 and 30, and 5 more than 30

So, we divided the excitatory inputs to interneurons into three groups: High (>15),
Medium (between 15 and 30) and Low (<15). Then we calculated how the frequency and tone weights of the interneurons varied with excitatory drive – see figures below.

![Frequency in Hz](image)

![Cortical tone weight change](image)
This shows clearly that the higher the # of excitatory inputs, the larger the frequency. The effects on interneuron tone weights did not follow clear trends, but did increase in general with more excitatory inputs.

2.5. CLASSIFICATION OF PLASTIC PYRAMIDAL CELLS

- Extrinsic connections for Pyramidal cells [144+305+111+190+50=800]
  - 144 cells (B&C=70, A=74) receive two tone inputs and shock and 63 of these become plastic (B&C=60, A=3). Among these:
    - 68 cells have both DA and NE receptors, 34 of them became plastic cells (B&C=33 (94.3%), A=1 (3.3%); avg exc=22.1 (SD=9.9); avg inh=20.9 (SD=7.9)).
    - For the 34 non-plastic cells (A=32, B&C=2), avg exc=22.3 (SD=9.9); avg inh=20.7 (8)
    - For the 33 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.8,2.3,0.7, 20.1; avg inh=3.6,14.4,5.1 (4 types for exc: high/medium/low firing/other; 3 types for inh: H/M/L)
    - For the 2 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1, 0, 0, avg inh=1, 12, 10
    - For the plastic A cell, the avg exc=2, 5, 2,28; avg inh=4, 12, 8
For the 32 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.3,2,0.6,18.2; avg inh= 3.1,12.4,5.5
Difference between plastic B&C cells and non-plastic B&C cells was significant for exc (p<0.03) and significant for inh (p<0.01); Difference between plastic and non-plastic A cells was significant for exc (p<0.04) and not significant for inh (p<0.15).

33 cells have only DA receptors, 11 of them become plastic cells (B&C=10 (66.7%), A=1 (5.6%); avg exc=22.4 (SD=10); avg inh=21.1 (SD=7.8)). For the 22 non-plastic cells (A=17, B&C=5), avg exc=22.4 (SD=2.7); avg inh=21.3 (SD=7.8)
For the 10 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2.4, 2.2, 1.7, 19; avg inh=2.5, 8.1, 2.6
For the 5 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.4, 1, 0.2, 17.8; avg inh=3.4, 14, 5.6
For the 1 plastic A cell, the avg exc=5, 2, 1, 29; avg inh=2, 12, 9
For the 17 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=2.4, 1.9, 0.9,19.1; avg inh=3.2,15.6,5.3

27 cells have only NE receptors, 14 of them become plastic cells (B&C=13 (100%), A=1 (7.1%); avg exc=22.4 (SD=9.9); avg inh=20.5 (SD=7.9)). For the 13 non-plastic cells (A=13, B&C=0), avg exc=21.8 (SD=6.1); avg inh=20.7 (SD=7.9)
For the 13 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2.4, 1.4, 0.2, 17.3; avg inh=2.9, 10.8, 4.2
For the 1 plastic A cell, the avg exc=0, 8, 1, 25; avg inh=3, 11, 1
For the 13 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.5, 2.4, 0.5, 16.6; avg inh=2.5, 11.6, 4.1

16 cells have no neuromodulation receptors, 4 of them become plastic cells (B&C=4 (57.1%), A=0 (0%); avg exc=21.5 (SD=9.9); avg inh=19.2 (SD=7.9)).

For the 12 non-plastic cells (A = 9, B&C = 3), avg exc=22.2 (SD=9.9); avg inh=20.2 (SD=8)

For the 4 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2.3, 1.5, 0.5, 13.5; avg inh=4.8, 6, 1.5

For the 3 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1, 1.3, 0.7, 13.3; avg inh=3.3, 13.7, 4

For the 9 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.2, 2.1, 1.3, 13.6; avg inh=3.1, 10.1, 2.7

OBSERVATIONS: The average inh connections seem to be uniform (about 20) for all types of cells, and so the difference seems to be due to exc connections;

The non-plastic B&C cells received significantly less excitation, compared to the plastic B&C cells (1-3 compared to 22);

- 305 cells (B&C=155; A=150) receive one tone input and shock and 74 of them become plastic (B&C=74; A=0). Among them:

  118 cells have both DA and NE receptors, 48 of them become plastic cells (B&C=48 (78.8%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=20.5 (SD=9.6); avg inh=19.9 (SD=8.6)).
For the 70 non-plastic cells (A=57, B&C=13), avg exc=21.7 (SD=8.2); avg inh=20.4 (SD=9.3)

For the 48 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.5, 1.8, 0.6, 16.4; avg inh=2.6, 11.5, 3.4

For the 13 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2.5, 1.8, 0.6, 21.5; avg inh=4.1, 14.4, 5.6

For the 57 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.5, 1.7, 0.6,16.7; avg inh= 3.3,11.9, 4.8

Difference between plastic B&C cells and non-plastic B&C cells was significant for inh (p<0.0131); Difference between plastic and non-plastic A cells was significant for inh (p<0.0128).

74 cells have only DA receptors, 5 of them become plastic cells (B&C=5 (14.7%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=20.9 (SD=7.7); avg inh=20.1 (SD=7.9)). For the 69 non-plastic cells (A = 40, B&C = 29), avg exc=22.1 (SD=8.9); avg inh=21.4 (SD=9)

For the 5 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.6, 1.4, 1.2, 21.6; avg inh=3.4, 9.2, 2.6

For the 29 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.6, 2.1, 0.7, 16.7; avg inh=3.1, 14.1, 4.8

For the 40 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=2.1, 2.4, 0.7, 20; avg inh= 3.7,13,4.9

Difference between plastic B&C cells and non-plastic B&C cells was significant for inh (p<4.5E-3); Difference between plastic and non-plastic A cells was significant for inh (p<0.0163).
63 cells have only NE receptors, 21 of them become plastic cells (B&C=21 (61.8%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=22.2 (SD=9.9); avg inh=19.7 (SD=8.5)). For the 42 non-plastic cells (A = 29, B&C = 13), avg exc=22 (SD=9.4); avg inh=20.7 (SD=10.2)

For the 21 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.9, 3.7, 0.6, 22.3; avg inh=3, 12.8, 4.6

For the 13 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.8, 1.2, 0.15, 16.8; avg inh=4.1, 11.9, 4.8

For the 29 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.7, 1.5, 0.7, 18.7; avg inh= 4, 11.7, 4

50 cells have no neuromodulation receptors, 0 of them become plastic cells (B&C=0 (0%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=0 (SD=0); avg inh=0 (SD=0)). For the 50 non-plastic cells (A = 24, B&C = 26), avg exc=21.8 (SD=10); avg inh=20.3 (SD=8.9)

For the 26 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.2, 1.2, 1.1, 15; avg inh=3.2, 12.3, 5.8

For the 24 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=2, 1.9, 1, 16.3; avg inh= 3.4,11.8,5.8

OBSERVATIONS: The average inh connections seem to be uniform (about 20) for all types of cells, and so # of exc connections were different for plastic and non-plastic cells; The non-plastic B&C cells received significantly less excitation, compared to the plastic B&C cells (3 compared to 22); No A cell became plastic with only one tone and shock;
111 cells (B&C=54; A=57) receive shock input but no tone inputs and 2 of them become plastic (B&C=2; A=0). Among these:

40 cells have both DA and NE receptors, 1 of them become plastic cells (B&C=1 (5.6%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=21 (SD=0); avg inh=17 (SD=0)). For the 39 non-plastic cells (A = 22, B&C = 17), avg exc=22 (SD=9.9); avg inh=20.9 (SD=7.9)
For the 1 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1, 1, 4, 15; avg inh=6, 7, 4
For the 17 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.3, 1.6, 1.1, 15.7; avg inh=3.1, 15.2, 5.6
For the 22 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.9, 1.4, 0.5, 16; avg inh= 3.8, 15.6, 5.3
Difference between plastic and non-plastic A cells was significant for inh (p<0.017).

33 cells have only DA receptors, 1 of them become plastic cells (B&C=1 (5.3%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=29 (SD=0); avg inh=14 (SD=0)). For the 32 non-plastic cells (A = 14, B&C = 18), avg exc=21.7 (SD=2.5); avg inh=20.5 (SD=3.7)
For the 1 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2, 2, 2, 23; avg inh=1, 11, 2
For the 18 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.6, 1.6, 0.6, 17.6; avg inh=3.3, 11.2, 4.4
For the 14 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.6, 1.8, 0.36, 15.9; avg inh= 3.2, 14, 4.3
Difference between plastic and non-plastic A cells was significant for inh (p<0.013).

20 cells have only NE receptors, 0 of them become plastic cells (B&C=0 (0%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=0 (SD=0); avg inh=0 (SD=0)). For the 20 non-plastic cells (A = 11, B&C = 9), avg exc=22.1 (SD=9.2); avg inh=19.3 (SD=5.2)

For the 9 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1, 1, 0.44, 14; avg inh=3.6, 10.8, 3.1

For the 11 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.8, 2.6, 0.64, 16.6; avg inh= 2.9, 12, 3.7

18 cells have no neuromodulation receptors, 0 of them become plastic cells (B&C=0 (0%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=0 (SD=0); avg inh=0 (SD=0)). For the 18 non-plastic cells (A = 10, B&C = 8), avg exc=21.9 (SD=5); avg inh=20.5 (SD=4.2)

For the 8 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2.1, 2.1, 1.1, 20.8; avg inh=3.1, 11.9, 3.6

For the 10 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=0.7, 1.9, 0.8, 16.4; avg inh=3.3, 14.9, 6.7

OBSERVATIONS: The average inh connections seem to be uniform (about 20) for all types of cells, and so # of exc connections were different for plastic and non-plastic cells; The non-plastic B&C cells received significantly less excitation,
compared to the plastic B&C cells (3 compared to 22); No A cell became plastic with 0 tone and 0 shock inputs;

- 190 cells (B&C=95; A=95) receive at least one tone inputs and no shock and 17 (all B&C) of them become plastic cells. Among these:
  
  46 cells have both DA and NE receptors, 3 of them become plastic cells (B&C=3 (13%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=21.4 (SD=7.2); avg inh=20.3 (SD=8.6)). For the 43 non-plastic cells (A = 23, B&C = 20), avg exc=20.6 (SD=8.1); avg inh=20.9 (SD=9.2)
  
  For the 3 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2, 3.3, 0, 21.3; avg inh=2.7, 13.7, 5.7
  
  For the 20 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.8, 2.2, 0.65, 17.4; avg inh=4.2, 12.4, 5
  
  For the 23 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1, 1.4, 0.7, 13.3; avg inh= 3.3, 13.7, 4
  
  Difference between plastic and non-plastic A cells was significant for inh (p<0.011).

For the non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.8, 2.2, 0.7, avg inh = 4.2, 12.3, 5

62 cells have only DA receptors, 4 of them become plastic cells (B&C=4 (12.1%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=20.9 (SD=7.9); avg inh=19.6 (SD=6.1)). For the 58 non-plastic cells (A = 29, B&C = 29), avg exc=21.2 (SD=6.4); avg inh=21.5 (SD=7.7)

For the 4 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.8, 2.3, 0.8, 12.8; avg inh=2.3, 4.3, 1.8

For the 29 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.5, 2.3, 0.8, 18.3; avg inh=4, 13.3, 5.3
For the 29 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.4, 2, 0.9, 17.9; avg inh= 3.1, 13.4, 4.6

Difference between plastic and non-plastic B&C cells was significant for inh (p<0.028).

Difference between plastic and non-plastic A cells was significant for inh (p<1.8E-4).

39 cells have only NE receptors, 5 of them become plastic cells (B&C=5 (29.4%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=20.6 (SD=7.2); avg inh=21.1 (SD=6.9)). For the 34 non-plastic cells (A = 22, B&C = 12), avg exc=22.1 (SD=8.9); avg inh=20.8 (SD=5.5)
For the 5 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1, 1.2, 1, 12.4; avg inh=3.6, 11.6, 5.2
For the 12 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.3, 1.1, 0.6, 13.9; avg inh=2.9, 11.8, 5
For the 22 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=1.4, 2.1, 0.68, 16.1; avg inh= 3.1, 10.7, 4

43 cells have no neuromodulation receptors, 5 of them become plastic cells (B&C=5, A=0 (0%)); avg exc=15.6 (SD=8.1); avg inh=6.7 (SD=3.3)). For the 38 non-plastic cells (A = 21, B&C = 17), avg exc=20.1 (SD=4.6); avg inh=20.4 (SD=8)
For the 5 plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2, 0.2, 0.6, 11.6; avg inh=2.6, 3.4, 1
For the 17 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.3, 1.5, 0.5, 12.5; avg inh=3.1, 11.7, 3.5
For the 21 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=2, 1.9, 0.52, 14.2; avg inh= 3.2, 14.6, 6

Difference between plastic and non-plastic B&C cells was significant for inh (p<1.6E-3).

Difference between plastic and non-plastic A cells was significant for inh (p<3.7E-4).

OBSERVATIONS: The # of exc connections were different for plastic and non-plastic cells; The non-plastic B&C cells received significantly less excitation, compared to the plastic B&C cells (3 compared to 22); No A cell became plastic with only one tone and shock;

- 50 cells (B &C=26; A=24) receive no tone inputs and no shock and 0 of them become plastic. Among these:
  - 0 cells have both DA and NE receptors, 0 of them become plastic cells (B&C=0 (0%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=0 (SD=0); avg inh=0 (SD=0)). For the 13 non-plastic cells (A = 6, B&C = 7), avg exc=21.2 (SD=5.6); avg inh=20.3 (SD=7.8)
  - For the 7 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1, 0.4, 0.3, 15.1; avg inh=3.4, 9.3, 2.3
  - For the 6 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=2.2, 2.3, 0.83, 19.3; avg inh=4.2, 12.7, 3.5
17 cells have only DA receptors, 0 of them become plastic cells (B&C=0 (0%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=0 (SD=0); avg inh=0 (SD=0)). For the 17 non-plastic cells (A = 9, B&C = 8), avg exc=21.8 (SD=9.9); avg inh=20.6 (SD=7.9)

For the 8 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2.9, 1.1, 0.5, 18; avg inh=2, 11.3, 4.3

For the 9 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=2, 2.1, 1.3, 21; avg inh=3, 15.9, 7.8

10 cells have only NE receptors, 0 of them become plastic cells (B&C=0 (0%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=0 (SD=0); avg inh=0 (SD=0)). For the 10 non-plastic cells (A = 3, B&C = 7), avg exc=23 (SD=10); avg inh=21.1 (SD=7.8)

For the 7 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 2.1, 2.4, 0.9, 21.9; avg inh=2.6, 11, 5.4

For the 3 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=0.67, 0.67, 1.67, 16.3; avg inh=3.67, 12.3, 4

10 cells have no neuromodulation receptors, 0 of them become plastic cells (B&C=0 (0%), A=0 (0%)); avg exc=0 (SD=0); avg inh=0 (SD=0)). For the 10 non-plastic cells (A = 6, B&C = 4), avg exc=20.3 (SD=9.7); avg inh=20.7 (SD=7.8)

For the 4 non-plastic B&C cells, the avg exc = 1.25, 2.5, 0.75, 14; avg inh=2.8, 9.8, 3.5

For the 6 non-plastic A cells, the avg exc=2, 1.8, 0.3, 19.3; avg inh=3.3, 14.5, 5.3
- Extrinsic connections for Interneurons \([21+68+61+31+19=200]\)
  
  - 21 cells receive two tone inputs and shock, among them:
    - 19 cells have only NE receptors
    - 2 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  
  - 68 cells receive one tone input and shock, among them:
    - 57 cells have only NE receptors
    - 11 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  
  - 61 cells receive shock input but no tone inputs, among them:
    - 39 cells have only NE receptors
    - 22 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  
  - 31 cells receive at least one tone inputs and no shock, among them:
    - 21 cells have only NE receptors
    - 10 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
  
  - 19 cells receive no tone inputs and no shock, among them:
    - 17 cells have only NE receptors
    - 2 cells have no neuromodulation receptors
OBSERVED “RULES” FOR PLASTIC CELL FORMATION (CONTROL CASE)

Let’s combine the previous section into this one and make the rules such as ….

1. If a cell is type B&C, receives 2 Tones, Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 87.2% (60/70). Depending on the neuromodulator receptors the cell has, the probabilities are:
   - Both DA and NE is 94.3%
   - DA only is 66.7%
   - NE only is 100%
   - None is 57.1%

If a cell is type A, receives 2 Tones, Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 4.3% (3/74). Depending on the neuromodulator receptors the cell has, the probabilities are:
   - Both DA and NE is 3.3%
- DA only is 5.6%
- NE only is 7.1%
- None is 0%

2. If a cell is type B&C, receives 1 Tone, Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 52.1% (74/155). Depending on the neuromodulator receptors the cell has, the probabilities are:
   - Both DA and NE is 78.8%
   - DA only is 14.7%
   - NE only is 61.8%
   - None is 0%

WE need to check if #EXC and #INH important here – for all cases starting 1, 3 and 9, since rest of the cases can not become plastic cells (maybe just for type B&C), so no matter what kind of ‘Ext-Inh’ is, the probability is always 0.
If a cell is type A, receives 1 Tone, Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 0% (0/150). Depending on the neuromodulator receptors the cell has, the probabilities are:

- Both DA and NE is 0%
- DA only is 0%
- NE only is 0%
- None is 0%

3. If a cell is type B&C, receives 0 Tone, Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 4% (2/111). Depending on the neuromodulator receptors the cell has, the probabilities are:

- Both DA and NE is 5.6%
- DA only is 5.3%
- NE only is 0%
None is 0%

If a cell is type A, receives 0 Tone, Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 0% (0/57).

Depending on the neuromodulator receptors the cell has, the probabilities are:

- Both DA and NE is 0%
- DA only is 0%
- NE only is 0%
- None is 0%

4. If a cell is type B&C, receives at least one Tone, No Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 17.3% (17/95). Depending on the neuromodulator receptors the cell has, the probabilities are:

- Both DA and NE is 13%
- DA only is 12.1%
- NE only is 29.4%
- None is 22.7%
If a cell is type A, receives at least one Tone, No Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 0%. Depending on the neuromodulator receptors the cell has, the probabilities are:

- Both DA and NE is 0%
- DA only is 0%
- NE only is 0%
- None is 0%

5. If a cell is type B&C, receives 0 Tone, No Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 0% (0/50). Depending on the neuromodulator receptors the cell has, the probabilities are:

- Both DA and NE is 0%
- DA only is 0%
- NE only is 0%
- None is 0%
If a cell is type A, receives 0 Tone, No Shock, then the probability it will be plastic is 0% (0/24). With fewer NM receptors, the probabilities are:

- Both DA and NE is 0%
- DA only is 0%
- NE only is 0%
- None is 0%

6. No cell could be plastic (A or B&C) without either tone or shock inputs.
7. A type A cell can be plastic only if it receives two tones AND shock.
2.6. CONCLUSIONS RELATED TO FORMATION OF PLASTIC CELLS

- Both TP and LP cells need to have shock inputs for their tone weights to increase, irrespective of the excitatory drive they receive from other cells. Even with shock inputs, TP cells could increase their weight to the maximum value only if they had both DA and NE neuromodulation receptors. However, for LP cells that receives shock input, it’s tone weight could reach the maximum value even with only one type of neuromodulation receptors. This implies that although shock input is necessary for weight increase, it is not sufficient.

- Inhibition has a significant role in deciding whether a plastic cell will be TP or LP. It appears that if a plastic cell receives more than 18 monosynaptic inhibition from.

- From the observations in section 1.5, the more tone inputs a pyramidal cell receives, the higher possibility it is to become a plastic cell.

- Neuromodulation receptors can significantly increase the possibility of cells becoming plastic cells.
3.0 COMPETITION-1 – What determines which cells become plastic in the control case?

- Repa’s Criterion: If spikes per tone of any conditioning block (spikes per tone of each block is the average spikes per tone of four continuous conditioning trials) is higher than the spikes per tone of the habituation block (the spikes per tone of the habituation block is the average of spikes per tone of the last six habituation trials) using the significant level 5%, then the cell will be a plastic cell. For plastic cells, using the ratio of mean spikes per tone of the last 8 conditioning trials minus the spikes per tone of the habituation block to mean spikes per tone of the first 8 conditioning trials minus the spikes per tone of the habituation block to further define TP and LP cells. If this ratio is larger than 0.75, then it is classified as an LP cell, else as a TP cell.

- Revised criterion for plastic cells: We found that this criterion enabled numerous low-firing cells to be classified as plastic due to two reasons. One is that LA cells have a very low spontaneous firing rate, e.g., 0.22 Hz and so fired very little. The second is that the Repa criterion was easy to satisfy for such low-firing cells because even a change of one spike during conditioning compared to habituation would be enough. So, the plastic cells by this definition included cells with very low to others with potentiated tone weights that reached very high firing rates. Model runs with different random seeds for delays showed that high firing plastic cells remained the same across different runs, but the low-firing ones did not, implying that the Repa criterion was not suitable for low-firing cells. We propose a revised criterion for the definition of plastic cells. We noticed that the highest spikes per tone occurred during the first extinction block, for both TP and LP cells. So, in addition to the original criteria, we set an additional criterion that plastic cells should also have a frequency
of 4Hz or above during the first extinction block. This frequency is calculated by using spikes during the first 300ms of tone onset of each trial.

- Using the revised criterion, we found that 95% of plastic cells received shock input, while only 65% of the non-plastic cells received shocks. The plastic cells that were dropped by the 4Hz threshold, together with the non-plastic cells came up to 66 %, which also proves that the plastic cells that dropped off were not truly plastic cells. Then t-test is applied using 5% significance level to these two samples and the results show the mean values of the percentage of receiving shock inputs were significantly different with p-value equals to 1.33E-9, indicating that receiving shock input is important for a pyramidal cell to become plastic.

- A small fraction of pyramidal cells (<15.1%, not including type A cells) received shock inputs but were still non-plastic, and a similar fraction (<3.6%) did not receive shock inputs but were plastic. We investigated why using representative cells. For instance, cell #730 was an LP cell with the firing frequency of the first extinction block equals to 21.7Hz even though it did not receive shock, and did not have any neuromodulation receptors. Three reasons explained this behavior: (i) it was a highly excitatory type C cell, (ii) it received tone inputs from both thalamic and cortical pathways, and (ii) it received 14 excitatory inputs and only 5 monosynaptic inhibitory inputs. As another similar example, cell #784 did not receive shock, but was also type C with DA receptors, received two tone inputs and had many more excitatory than inhibitory inputs (16 excitatory and only 4 inhibitory connections). On the other hand, cell #2 was a type B cell, that received thalamic tone input and shock inputs, and had NE receptors, but was non-plastic. The reason was that it received 25 monosynaptic inhibitory inputs compared to only 3 excitatory inputs from non-plastic cells.
• Another interesting finding is that there were not type A plastic cells with the revised criterion, because type A cells since such cells are highly adaptive and so fire considerably less.

• What is the behavior of type A cells? Even with two tones input and shock and less inhibition, type A cells could not become plastic. As an example, Cell #132 was type A, had two tones and shock, both DA and NE receptors, but had 31 inhibitory inputs compared to only 18 excitatory inputs. This indicates that cell type was an important indicator of whether a cell would become plastic.
3.0 COMPETITION-2: CREB CASES – How do winners and losers differ?

We used two cases to investigate competition, when the excitable cells are increased by 25% (CREB +25%, where 100 type A cells are converted to type B and C cells) and when they are decreased by 25% (CREB -25% where 25% of cells of both types B and C are converted to type A). For this analysis we used the revised Repa criterion. Additionally, we considered the number of cells that fired in a band between 3 and 5 Hz as indicators of variation in the # of plastic cells. This is because we found that randomness in the input and intrinsic connections could change the firing of the cells within that band. So, if we have M plastic cells which fire more than 4Hz during the first extinction block and N plastic cells that fire within the bounds of 3 and 5 Hz, then we report the number of plastic cells as M ± N.

**Control case vs. CREB +25% case.** For the control case we get 156 plastic cells, and for this case, the number of plastic cells within the bounds is 24, giving the estimate as 156±24. For the CREB +25% case, this estimate was 181± 28. Since 100 additional plastic cells were created from type A cells in the CREB+25% case, one could expect a total of 256 plastic cells. However, competition limits them to 181 (Fig. 6). This means that some of the new plastic cells (‘winners’) win the competition and make some of the previously plastic cells non-plastic.

**Figure 6.** The number of plastic cells for control case, CREB +25% case and estimated number of plastic cells.
How does competition work between the control case and the CREB +25% case?

**Competition Motif 1:** Consider the cells and connections shown in Fig. 7. Assume P1 and P2 are non-plastic cells of type A, and P3 is a plastic cell. If P1 and P2 are converted to type C cells by CREB manipulation, then they would fire much more than previously, making the interneuron fire much more (including possibly an increase in its tone weight), and thus inhibit P3 more strongly and make it non-plastic. From the CREB+25% case, there were 21 ‘losers’, i.e., plastic cells that became non-plastic cells after the conversion.

**Figure 7.** A motif related to competition. P1, P2 and P3 represent three pyramidal cells and the circle represents an interneuron.

**Competition Motif 2:** A total of 46 formerly non-plastic cells became plastic after the CREB +25% manipulation. Of these 19 became so without changing their cell type, and this was because their afferents were formerly A type and became B or C type and so increased input excitation. The remaining 27 new plastic cells were originally type A cells and the conversion to B or C made them more excitable.

**What kinds of cells win/lose the competition?**
We found that most of the plastic cells which survived in the competition were high firing ones that were far from the plastic/non-plastic cell boundary of 4 Hz. If the cells were close to the boundary, but did not have the connections in Fig. 7, they survived the competition.

The total number of plastic cells survived in the CREB +25% case is 135, and only 2 of them are type A plastic cells. In addition, all the cells survived didn’t change their cell types in the CREB case, which means they not close to the plastic/non-plastic boundary. For the two type A plastic cells which survived, they all have three external inputs and at least one kind of neuromodulation receptors, which means they are some strong plastic cells, which are not easy to degrade to non-plastic cells. For the ‘loser’ cells, the ones that were formerly plastic but became non-plastic, most of them (12 out of 21) were close to the plastic/non-plastic cell boundary, which implied that even a small increase in inhibition was enough to change their classification to ‘non-plastic’.

Except the 12 cells which are close to the plastic/non-plastic cell boundary, the rest 9 cells are dropped off because their spiking frequencies of the first extinction block are less than 4Hz. The increased inhibition from interneurons although doesn’t make them non-plastic cells, their spiking frequencies are decreased.

**Control case vs. CREB -25% case**

For the CREB -25% case, a random 25% of type B cells and type C cells were converted to type A cells. In this case, we get $125 \pm 33$ plastic cells. Since 100 plastic cells were converted to type A cells in the CREB-25% case, one could
expect a total of 50 plastic cells. However, competition limits this decrease to 125 (Fig. 8).

**Figure 8.** The number of plastic cells for control case, CREB -25% case and estimated number of plastic cells.

*How does competition work between the control case and the CREB -25% case?*

**Competition Motif 1-B:** For the CREB-25% case, consider the motif described earlier (Fig. 7). For this case, assume that P1 and P2 are high firing plastic cells providing strong input to the interneuron, making P3 is a non-plastic cell. Now, if P1 and P2 are converted to type A cells by the CREB manipulation, they would fire much less than previously, making the interneuron fire much less, enabling P3 to become plastic due to lessened inhibition. Our model runs in this case, revealed 21 new plastic cells that followed this motif.

**Competition Motif 2-B:** Due to the decrease in highly excitable cells, the excitation received by pyramidal cells decreased. Among 52 of the “loser” cells in the CREB -25% case, 14 were originally plastic, and 6 of these 14 cells were close to the plastic/non-plastic cell boundary. The rest 8 cells are dropped off because their spike frequencies of the first extinction block are decrease to less than 4Hz.

*What kinds of cells win/lose the competition?*
In the CREB -25% case, the reason why the number of plastic cells decreased (from 156 to 125) is larger than the number of plastic cells increased in the CREB +25% case (from 156 to 181) is that after some type B cells and type C cells becoming type A cells, it’s very difficult to them to become plastic cell, because of the high adaptation of type A cells, which also means if a type C cell or a type B cell is converted to a type A cell in the CREB -25% case, it will lose the competition.

In the CREB -25% case, totally there are 104 plastic cells which survived the competition, and 3 of them of are type A plastic cells. These three plastic cells all receive three external inputs and have at least one kind of neuromoduation receptors. Two of these three type A cells also survived in the CREB +25% case. For all the plastic cells which survived, all of them did not change their cell types. For some originally non-plastic cells in the control case, if they are close to the plastic cells and non-plastic cell boundary, the decrease of inhibition will give them a chance to become plastic cells. In the CREB -25% case, the results show there are 21 such cells. For these non-plastic which are not close to the boundary, it is still very difficult for them to become plastic cells even the inhibition is decreased. There are 52 cells lost the competition and 14 of them lost the competition because the decreased excitatory inputs.

4.1 MOTIFS FOR COMPETITION 2

For the control case, cells are classified as follows, based on the spike frequency in the first block of extinction (4 trials): Low Firing Group if frequency < 20 Hz (n=66); Medium Firing
Group if frequency >20Hz but < 40Hz (n=65); High Firing Group if frequency >40Hz (n=25). Figure 8 is the histogram of the firing frequency of the first extinction block.

![Figure 8. Histogram of the firing frequency of the first extinction block for the control case.](image)

**Control case:** 66 high firing cells (42.3%), 65 medium firing cells (41.7%), and 25 low firing cells (16%).

Next, we classify pyramidal cells as survivors, losers and winners based on their firing rates after the CREB manipulations. Cells that continue to be plastic after the manipulations are classified as survivors (note that they can switch between TP and LP), cells that were non-plastic and became plastic are termed ‘winners’ and cells that were plastic and became non-plastic are termed ‘losers’.

**Control v/s CREB +25%**

- **Survivors**

  86.5% (135 of 156) of the control group cells were survivors in the CREB +25% case.
Among these there were:

25 (18.5%) in the high fire group in control (TP=3 LP=22). Of these, 0 were TP and got converted to LP, and 2 were LP and got converted to TP.

65 (48.1%) in the medium fire group in control (TP=19 LP=46). Of these, 1 were TP and got converted to LP, and 5 were LP and got converted to TP.

45 (33.3%) in the low fire group in control (TP=10 LP=35). Of these, 2 were TP and got converted to LP, and 5 were LP and got converted to TP.

The reason why some LP cells were converted to TP cells is because in the CREB +25% case, the inhibition from some interneurons was increased, if an LP cell gets more inhibition during the late conditioning phase, it has the possibility to become a TP cell. Another reason may be that increased excitatory inputs increased the firing frequency of the habituation phase, which make the p-value less than 0.75. So these LP cells will become TP cells. For some TP cells were converted to LP cells, the reason is that increased inhibition decreased the firing frequency of habituation phase, which made some TP cells become LP cells.

- Loser cells

13.5% (21 of 156) of the control group cells (plastic) became losers in the CREB +25% case.

Among these there were:

0 (0%) in the high fire group in control (TP=0 LP=0).

0 (0%) in the medium fire group (TP=0 LP=0).

21 in the low fire group (TP=14 LP=7).

- Winner cells
7.1% (46 of 644) of the non-plastic cells from the control group cells were winners in the CREB +25% case.

Among these there were:

0 (0%) in the high fire group in control.
0 (0%) in the medium fire group.
46 (100%) in the low fire group.

**Control v/s CREB -25%**

- **Survivors**

66.7% (104 of 156) of the control group cells were survivors in the CREB -25% case.

Among these there were:

17 (16.3%) in the high fire group in control (TP=3 LP=14). Of these, 0 were TP and got converted to LP, and 0 were LP and got converted to TP.

51 (49%) in the medium fire group in control (TP=18 LP=33). Of these, 1 were TP and got converted to LP, and 1 were LP and got converted to TP.

36 (34.6%) in the low fire group in control (TP=11 LP=25). Of these, 4 were TP and got converted to LP, and 6 were LP and got converted to TP.

*The reason why some LP cells were converted to TP cells is that decreased inhibition increased the firing frequency of the habituation phase, which made the p-value less than 0.75, so some LP cells will become TP cells. Also, decreased excitatory inputs in the habituation phase can also make LP cells to TP cells. The reason why some TP cells become LP cells is that decreased excitatory inputs to interneuron decreased the*
inhibition to pyramidal cells in the late conditioning phase, which can makes TP cells become LP cells.

- Loser cells

33.3% (52 of 156) of the control group cells (plastic) became losers in the CREB -25% case.

Among these there were:
- 8 (15.4%) in the high fire group in control (TP=0 LP=8).
- 14 (26.9%) in the medium fire group (TP=1 LP=13).
- 30 (57.7%) in the low fire group (TP=13 LP=17).

- Winner cells

3.3% (21 of 644) of the non-plastic control group cells were winners in the CREB -25% case.

Among these there were:
- 0 (0%) in the high fire group in control.
- 0 (0%) in the medium fire group.
- 21 (100%) in the low fire group.

(In the CREB -25% case, all of the winner cells belong to the low fire group maybe due to the sample size is not large enough.)
From the observation mentioned above, we can find the loser cells always belong to the low fire group for both CREB +25% case and CREB -25% case. Also, for the high fire group, there are always more LP cells than TP cells.

**Competition Analysis of CREB +25%**

**Winners from non-plastic type B&C cells**

There are 19 non-plastic type B&C cells becoming plastic cells in the competition without changing their cell types. The cell IDs for these cells are #41, #215, #329, #536, #554, etc.

For these cells, 1 cell has two tone and shock, with DA receptors.

8 cells have one tone input and shock input, all of them have neuromodulation receptors.

1 cell has no tone inputs and shock inputs, and it has both DA and NE receptors.

Also there is one cell (#41) has two tone inputs but no shock input, and it also doesn’t have any neuromodulation receptors.

The rest of the cells have at least one tone inputs and no shock inputs.

The reason for these cells becoming plastic cells is that they receive stronger excitatory inputs after the cells which give them excitatory inputs becoming type B&C cells

**Winners from converted type A cells**

There are 27 cells new plastic cells from the converted type A cells. The cell IDs for these cells are #10, #32, #490, #118, #168, etc.
All of the 27 originally type A cells receive shock inputs, in addition, all of them receive at least one tone inputs and have at least one kind of neuromodulation receptors. This means this group type A cells originally they receive very strong external inputs, and if they are type B&C cells, they are potential to become plastic cells. In the CREB 25%+ case, after they are converted to type B&C cells, they become plastic cells.

**Non-plastic cells in converted type A cells**

Among 100 converted type A cells, 73 of them still remain non-plastic cells. The cell IDs for these cells include #277, #326, #477, #517, #602, #690, etc.

For this group of cells, only 57.5% of them receive shock input, so compared to the previous group (winners from converted type A cells, all of them receive shock inputs), this group of type A cells are less potential to become plastic cells even they get conversion to type B&C cells.

11 of 73 originally type A cells don’t have any external inputs. 17 of 73 cells receive only tone input and no shock input. So from our previous findings no matter what type of these cells are, they hardly can become plastic cells.

The interesting finding is that 4 of 73 receive two tone inputs, 2 of them still remain non-plastic cells due to they have no neuromodulation receptors and much less excitatory inputs compared to the number of inhibitory inputs. (#83: 15 exc and 25 inh; #313: 1 exc and 3 inh). The rest 2 cells remain non-plastic cells just due to less excitatory inputs than inhibitory inputs (#547: 27 exc and 30 inh; #641: 23 exc and 25 inh).
Non-plastic cells always

There are 644 cells belonging to this group. These cells remain non-plastic cells both in the control case and CREB +25% case. The cell IDs for these cells are: 28, #53, #73, #105, #163, etc.

Among these cells, 297 are type A cells, so even they get strong external inputs it is still difficult for them to become plastic cells.

The rest of them are type B&C cells, 27 of them receive two tone inputs and shock input. Except 5 of them have no neuromodulation receptors, the rest of them are non-plastic cells due to strong inhibitory inputs. Some of them have more excitatory inputs than inhibitory inputs, but due to the excitatory inputs come from weak cells and inhibitory inputs come from strong cells, they still remain non-plastic cells.

Plastic cells always (survivors)

There are 135 cells always remaining plastic cells both in the control case and CREB 25%+ case. The cell IDs for these cells include: #590, #575, #391, #295, #125, #131, etc.

For these cells, 94.8% of them have shock inputs. 70 of them receive at least one tone inputs and shock input. And there is no cells receive no external inputs.

The weakest cell among the survivors is cell #68, it has no tone inputs and only shock input, with DA receptors. But due to 29 excitatory inputs compared to 14 inhibitory inputs, it is still a plastic cell.
Additional Material II

Role of intra-amygdalar plasticity in cellular competition (Repa criteria)

The control case for competition studies had the following distribution of principal cell types: 400 type A, 240 type B, and 160 type C (see methods). Fig. 2A shows the spike histograms for a random set each of 100 plastic and non-plastic cells before and after conditioning for the control case, providing a snap shot of the competition. It shows how plasticity accrued during conditioning increases the tone responses of plastic cells, and how plastic cell might then be more effective in suppressing non-plastic cells via disynaptic inhibition involving interneurons. We investigated the role of intra-amygdalar plasticity in this competition, via a series of model inactivation experiments. The tone responses resulting from these inactivation experiments are shown in Fig. 2B, and the specifics related cell numbers are provided below. Since type A plastic cells were very few, we consider plastic cells of types B and C only in the analysis below. These inactivation experiments also led to the finding that the inactivation manipulations led to another form of competition among the PNs. This is because inactivation of plasticity did not change the connections themselves, but alters their efficacy. This change in efficacy affected the firing rates of both PNs and INs. We found three factors affected whether a PN would be a winner or loser: change in efficacy of the IN-PN synapses, and changes in firing rates of INs and PNs connected to it. The details are provided in the specific cases below. We using insights from a regression model (unpublished work) to investigate this further. The regression model revealed thalamic tone, shock and the presence of NE receptor to be significant (p<0.01) attributes of plastic cells. We used 1 or 0 to indicate the presence or absence of each of these three attributes,
and summed them on a cell by cell basis (range of 0 to 3) for the winners and losers for each category reported below.

Inactivation of all intra-amygdalar plasticity. We first disabled all intra-amygdalar plasticity, i.e., in PN-PN, IN-PN, and PN-IN synapses, to study their combined effect. Instead of remaining constant at 25% (N=198/800), inactivation of all intra-amygdalar plasticity caused the size of the number of plastic cells to increase by 33% (to N=264). Further analysis revealed that while 52% (4% A, 66.4%B, and 61.4%C) of the principal cells that received both tone and shock became plastic in the control case, a much larger number, 78.4% (9% A, 80%B, and 77.3%C), became plastic when intra-amygdalar plasticity was disabled, and their tone responses were also higher (Table1; Fig.2B1). Unexpectedly, we found that inactivation caused a larger decrease in IN-PN weights for losers than winners, compared to the control case (112±5% v/s 152±12%; p<0.0008). Also, the firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs increased more than those of the INs connected to winner PNs (22.46±1% v/s 20±0.6%; p<0.07). Similarly, inactivation caused a larger decrease in PN-PN weights for losers than winners, compared to the control case (55.16±15% v/s -4.16±1%; p<8.2E-10). Also, the firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs decreased less, unexpectedly, than those of PNs connected to winners (86±10% v/s 97±6%; p<0.39). We performed a more detailed analysis of their characteristics using insights from a regression model (described later) which revealed thalamic tone, shock and the presence of NE receptor to be significant (p<0.01) attributes of plastic cells. We used 1 or 0 to indicate the presence or absence of each of these three attributes, and summed them on a cell by cell basis (range of 0 to 3) for the winners and
losers. Then we found that this summed value was slightly greater for winner cells compared to the losers (1.64±0.07 v/s 1.51±0.12, not significant). Feng – do revise and update appropriately. This implicates intra-amygdalar plasticity as the mechanism limiting the number of plastic cells to 25%. Then we asked what the contribution of plasticity in the individual synapses might be towards this overall effect. To investigate this, we disabled plasticity individually in the connections.

Inactivation of only PN-PN plasticity. This resulted in a 12% decrease in both the number of plastic cells (from 198 to 178), and their tone responses also decreased (Fig. 2B1). Thus, plasticity in the synapses between principal cells increases excitation to generate additional principal cells. The competition resulting from inactivation of this plasticity resulted in 36 cells losing their plasticity (losers; 16A, 20B&C) and 56 of the former non-plastic cells becoming plastic (winners: 9A, 47B&C). We found that inactivation caused a larger decrease in IN-PN weights for winners than losers, compared to the control case (1.6±0.6% v/s -0.5±0.5%; p<0.05). Also, the increase in firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs was comparable to those of the INs connected to winner PNs (-0.52±0.46% v/s 0.1±0.32%; p<0.29). Similarly, inactivation caused a decrease in PN-PN weights for winners but showed an increase for winners, compared to the control case (-1.36±2.58% v/s 39.84±10%; p<8.5E-3). Also, the decrease in firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs was comparable to those of PNs connected to winners (1.6±3.5% v/s 2.3±1.7%; p<XX). The summed binary values for the presence of thalamic tone, shock and NE receptor was unexpectedly less for winner cells compared to the loser cells (1.54±0.09 v/s 1.89±0.12, p<0.05).
Inactivation of only IN-PN plasticity. This caused a 33.8% increase in the number of plastic cells (to N=265/800). The competition resulting from inactivation of IN-PN plasticity resulted in 20 cells losing their plasticity (losers; 10A, 10B&C) and 87 of the former non-plastic cells becoming plastic (winners; 24A, 63B&C). We found that inactivation caused a larger decrease in IN-PN weights for winners than losers, compared to the control case (112±7 v/s 84±21; p<0.13). The increase in firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs was comparable to those of the INs connected to winner PNs (41±3% v/s 41±1%; p<0.94). Similarly, inactivation caused comparable increases in PN-PN weights for losers and winners, compared to the control case (1.9±1.6% v/s 4.5±3.1%; p<0.75). Also, the firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs decreased less than those of PNs connected to winners (67±15% v/s 97±7%; p<XX). We also found that the aforementioned summed value of three attributes was significantly greater for winner cells compared to the loser cells (1.75±0.08 v/s 1.3±0.19, p<0.05).

Inactivation of only PN-IN plasticity. This resulted in a 2% increase in the number of plastic cells (to N=202/800). The competition resulting from inactivation of PN-IN plasticity resulted in 34 cells losing their plasticity (losers: 11A, 23B&C) and 38 of the former non-plastic cells becoming plastic (winners: 7A, 31B&C). We found that inactivation caused a comparable decrease in IN-PN weights for winners and losers, compared to the control case (25±9% v/s 29±13%; p<0.8). Also, the firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs decreased less than those of the INs connected to winner PNs (5.8±1.2% v/s 5.9±0.95%; p<0.95). Similarly, inactivation caused a comparable increase
in PN-PN weights for losers and winners, compared to the control case (1.4±2.3% v/s 0.4±0.7%; p<0.66). Also, the increase in firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs was comparable to that of PNs connected to winners (17±5% v/s 15±3%; p<0.7). We also found that the aforementioned summed value of three attributes was slightly greater for winner cells compared to the loser cells (1.55±0.12 v/s 1.53±0.14, not significant).

Inactivation of IN-PN and PN-IN, but not PN-PN plasticity. With only PN-PN plasticity, there was a 45.5% increase in the number of plastic cells (to N=288). All type B and C cells that received tone and shock became plastic, an increase of 90 from the control case, and 82 such cells became plastic even when they received only one of these afferents. This shows that plasticity in the disynaptic inhibitory pathway is necessary for competition. The competition resulting from inactivation of PN-IN&IN-PN plasticity resulted in 23 cells losing their plasticity (losers: 10A, 13B&C) and 113 of the former non-plastic cells becoming plastic (23A, 90B&C). We found that inactivation caused a larger decrease in IN-PN weights for winners than losers, compared to the control case (115±6% v/s 84±16%; p<0.06). Also, the firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs increased more than those of the INs connected to winner PNs (23±2% v/s 21±0.6%; p<0.38). Similarly, inactivation caused a comparable increase in PN-PN weights for losers and winners, compared to the control case (1.6±1% v/s 5.6±2.7; p<0.58). Also, the firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs increased less than those of PNs connected to winners (99±27% v/s 100±6%; p<0.1). The summed binary values for the presence of thalamic tone, shock and NE receptor was significantly greater for winner cells compared to the loser cells (1.65±0.07 v/s 1.34±0.18, p<0.05).
Role of extrinsic afferents and neuromodulation

These model experiments also led to the finding that the inactivation of intra-amygdalar plasticity components lead to another form of competition among the PNs. This is because inactivation of plasticity did not change the connections themselves, but altered their efficacy. This change in efficacy affected the firing rates of both PNs and INs.

Based on our earlier findings that IN-PN weights were the important ones in altering PN characteristics, we measured the increase in IN-PN weights in the control case for both winner and loser PNs, and found that winner PNs had a larger average decrease in IN-PN weight compared to loser PNs. We also found that thalamic tone, shock and NE receptor distribution plays an important role in determining the cell’s plasticity in competition.

So, this suggests that IN-PN plasticity is the dominant intra-amygdalar form of plasticity. Moreover, the analysis suggests that the competition among PNs resulting from the inactivation of such intrinsic plasticity is affected primarily by the decrease in IN-PN plasticity compared to the control case, to a particular PN. The model also suggested the winner PNs had significantly more of the extrinsic afferents and had NE receptors, compared to loser PNs.

**Plasticity in synapses of representative cells**

To investigate the role of plasticity in competition at the individual cell level, we considered the change in synaptic weights of ten representative plastic and non-plastic cells of types B and C. Since they were rare we omitted type A plastic cells (<1%) from this particular analysis.
For this group of representative cells, each plastic cell received 6.3±1.3 mono-synaptic excitatory connection from other plastic cells, while each non-plastic cell received only 4.2±1.5 connections from plastic cells. Also, each interneuron typically received 5.13±3 connections from plastic cells. Then we considered all di-synaptic inhibitory connections from plastic cells to cells of each of the two groups. As cited earlier, plastic cells had significantly fewer connections of this type, as compared to non-plastic cells (115.3±7.9 v/s 123±7.3). Since the excitability of a cell depends on these connections as well as on plasticity in these connections, we next investigated the role of plasticity.

For each group we investigated the effect of fear conditioning on the various synapses, on a per cell basis (average ±s.e.m.). This analysis revealed that tone-PN synapses increased by 100±35% for a plastic cell and depressed by -2.6±0.4% for a non-plastic cell. Also, PN-PN synapses from all plastic cells to a plastic cell increased by 16±15% while such synapses from plastic cells to a non-plastic cell depressed by -6±2%. Plasticity in IN-PN connections was considered by taking all connections from interneurons to the specific principal cell. Interestingly, IN-PN plasticity was found to be similar for both plastic and non-plastic post-synaptic cell types: plasticity in IN-PN connections to non-plastic cells increased by 103±17% and they increased by 163±29% in such connections to plastic cells. For completion, we also considered plasticity in the PN-IN

**DISCUSSION**

Distinct roles of the different components of intra-amygdalar plasticity

All intra-amygdalar synapses, PN-PN, PN-IN, and IN-PN participated in the competition in different ways as reported in Results. Even though 56% of all principal
cells received both tone and shock inputs, intra-amygdalar plasticity limited the number of plastic cells to 25% of the total. This was demonstrated by inactivating intra-amygdalar plasticity which caused almost all type B and C cells receiving tone and shock to become plastic (143/222). It is noted that type A cells played a marginal role in the competition (Table 1). PN-PN plasticity helped cells band together and make other cells plastic in the absence of plasticity in the disynaptic inhibitory pathways (PN-IN and IN-PN plasticity disabled) since this increased the number of plastic cells to 288 (a 46% increase), even recruiting 3 cells that did not receive both tone and shock. However, when only PN-PN plasticity was disabled, inhibitory plasticity reduced the number of plastic cells by 10% from the control case, indicating that inhibitory plasticity effectively counters plasticity in the afferent tone-PN synapses. But would PN-PN plasticity or inhibitory plasticity by themselves be enough for competition? To address this, we performed two additional model runs. In one we retained only inhibitory plasticity, i.e., inactivated PN-PN plasticity alone (resulting in N=178 plastic cells), and then simulated the 25% CREB down-regulation experiment. This showed that the number of plastic cells was not maintained, and dropped from 178 to 63, indicating that PN-PN plasticity was important to stabilize the size of the memory trace. In the second model run we simulated the ‘No IN-PN & PN-IN plasticity’ case (i.e., only PN-PN plasticity) and found that the number of plastic cells were again not maintained, dropping from 288 to 208. These two model experiments showed that plasticity in excitatory connections between principal cells and disynaptic inhibitory plasticity from plastic cells were both necessary for stabilizing the size of the fear memory trace, i.e., competition thus requires both forms of intra-amygdalar plasticity. Considering the components of inhibitory plasticity, we found
that PN-IN and IN-PN plasticity had similar contributions. In all cases, cells with higher intrinsic excitability (types B and C) were consistently represented in disproportionately larger numbers in the plastic cell group (Table 1), while type A cells were ineffective in the competition, as hypothesized in Kim et al. (2013a). This was also highlighted by the fact that none of the type A cells that received only one or none of the tone and shock afferents became plastic even when inhibitory plasticity was disabled.

Analysis at the single cell level revealed that the dominant plasticity mechanisms separating plastic and non-plastic cells were tone-PN plasticity and PN-PN plasticity, but not IN-PN plasticity. In addition, the numbers of such connections were also significantly different for the two cell types as cited in results. Also, for PN-PN connections to a principal cell, both the number of such connections and plasticity in the connections are relevant, but for the disynaptic inhibitory connections from plastic cells, only the number of connections is relevant.
Table 1. Plastic cell numbers and types when different intra-amygdala plasticity components are inactivated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Run (Cells: A-400; B-240; C-160)</th>
<th>Cells receiving both tone &amp; shock</th>
<th>Cells receiving only tone or only shock or neither</th>
<th>Total number of plastic cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plastic A/B/C cells</td>
<td>Non-Plastic A/B/C cells</td>
<td>Plastic A/B/C cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control case</td>
<td>9/89/54</td>
<td>214/45/34</td>
<td>4/20/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No intrinsic plasticity</td>
<td>20/108/68</td>
<td>203/27/20</td>
<td>6/31/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No PN-PN plasticity</td>
<td>15/87/54</td>
<td>208/48/34</td>
<td>5/8/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No IN-PN plasticity</td>
<td>19/105/69</td>
<td>204/30/19</td>
<td>8/36/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No PN-IN plasticity</td>
<td>8/94/56</td>
<td>215/41/32</td>
<td>1/23/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No IN-PN &amp; PN-IN plasticity</td>
<td>17/111/74</td>
<td>206/24/14</td>
<td>9/41/32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average value of Thalamic tone + Shock + NE (Repa)**

- **Winner**
- **Loser**

- no all (W=101, L=35) p=0.18
- without P2P (W=56, L=36) p=0.01
- without P2l (W=38, L=34) p=0.45
- without P13P (W=113, L=23) p=0.045
- without I2P (W=87, L=20) p=0.01
Role of intra-amygdalar plasticity in cellular competition (new criteria)

The control case for competition studies had the following distribution of principal cell types: 400 type A, 240 type B, and 160 type C (see methods). Fig. 2A shows the spike histograms for a random set each of 100 plastic and non-plastic cells before and after conditioning for the control case, providing a snap shot of the competition. It shows how plasticity accrued during conditioning increases the tone responses of plastic cells, and how plastic cell might then be more effective in suppressing non-plastic cells via di-synaptic inhibition involving interneurons. We investigated the role of intra-amygdalar plasticity in this competition, via a series of model inactivation experiments. The tone responses resulting from these inactivation experiments are shown in Fig. 2B, and the specifics related cell numbers are provided below. Since type A plastic cells were very few, we consider plastic cells of types B and C only in the analysis below.

Inactivation of all intra-amygdalar plasticity. We first disabled all intra-amygdalar plasticity, i.e., in PN-PN, IN-PN, and PN-IN synapses, to study their combined effect. Instead of remaining constant at 20% (N=156/800), inactivation of all intra-amygdalar plasticity caused the size of the number of plastic cells to increase by 53.8% (to N=240). Further analysis revealed that while 30.7% (1.3% A, 60%B, and 60.2%C) of the principal cells that received both tone and shock became plastic in the control case, a much larger number, 40% (5% A, 77%B, and 77.3%C), became plastic when intra-amygdalar plasticity was disabled, and their tone responses were also higher (Table1; Fig.2B1). We found that inactivation caused a larger decrease in IN-PN weights for winners than losers, compared to the control case (122±6% v/s 120±34%; p<0.94). The firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs was similar to those of the INs connected to winner PNs.
Inactivation caused a larger decrease in PN-PN weights for losers than winners, compared to the control case (66±34% v/s -2.4±1.9%; p<2.7E-8). Also, the firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs increased less than those of PNs connected to winners (80±17% v/s 90±6%; p<0.62). We performed a more detailed analysis of their characteristics using insights from a regression model (described later) which revealed thalamic tone, shock and the presence of NE receptor to be significant (p<0.01) attributes of plastic cells. We used 1 or 0 to indicate the presence or absence of each of these three attributes, and summed them on a cell by cell basis (range of 0 to 3) for the winners and losers. Then we found that this summed value was slightly greater for winner cells compared to the losers (1.61±0.08 v/s 1.50±0.33, not significant). This implicates intra-amygdalar plasticity as the mechanism limiting the number of plastic cells to 20%. Then we asked what the contribution of plasticity in the individual synapses might be towards this overall effect. To investigate this, we disabled plasticity individually in the connections.

Inactivation of only PN-PN plasticity. This resulted in a 8.3% decrease in both the number of plastic cells (from 156 to 144), and their tone responses also decreased (Fig. 2B1). Thus, plasticity in the synapses between principal cells increases excitation to generate additional principal cells. The competition resulting from inactivation of this plasticity resulted in 22 cells losing their plasticity (losers; 0A, 22B&C) and 14 of the former non-plastic cells becoming plastic (winners; 2A, 12B&C). We found that inactivation had similar effects on IN-PN weights for winners and losers, compared to the control case (0.14±0.8% v/s 1.8±1.1%; p<0.33). However, the firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs increased less than those of the INs connected to winner PNs.
(0.22±0.38% vs 0.48±0.59%; p<0.708). Similarly, inactivation caused a larger decrease in PN-PN weights for losers than winners, compared to the control case (27±14% vs -3±0.75; p<0.13). Also, the firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs decreased more than those of PNs connected to winners (2.17±2.7% vs -2±4.3%; p<0.41). The summed binary values for the presence of thalamic tone, shock and NE receptor was slightly greater for winner cells compared to the loser cells (1.79±0.15 vs 1.59±0.13, not significant). There is no significant difference in the number of excitatory connections and inhibitory connections between winner cells and loser cells.

Inactivation of only IN-PN plasticity. This caused a 56.4% increase in the number of plastic cells (to N=244/800). The competition resulting from inactivation of IN-PN plasticity resulted in 8 cells losing their plasticity (losers; 0A, 8B&C) and 96 of the former non-plastic cells becoming plastic (winners; 12A, 84B&C). We found that inactivation caused a larger decrease in IN-PN weights for winners than losers, compared to the control case (130±6% vs 68±14%; p<0.005). Also, the firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs increased more (less) than those of the INs connected to winner PNs (40±3.3% vs 42±0.9%; p<0.54). Similarly, inactivation caused a larger decrease in PN-PN weights for losers than winners, compared to the control case (0.13±1% vs -11±5%; p<0.51). Also, the firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs decreased more (increased less) than those of PNs connected to winners (75±28% vs 98±6%; p<0.44). The summed binary values for the presence of thalamic tone, shock and NE receptor was significantly greater for winner cells compared to the loser cells (1.69±0.07 vs 1.25±0.25, p<0.05).—Feng The winner B&C cells had more excitatory (7.47±0.48)
than the loser B&C cells (4±1.38), the difference is significant with P-value equals to 0.016.

Inactivation of only PN-IN plasticity. This resulted in a 3.2% increase in the number of plastic cells (to N=161/800). The competition resulting from inactivation of PN-IN plasticity resulted in 11 cells losing their plasticity (losers: A = 2, B&C = 9) and 20 of the former non-plastic cells becoming plastic (winners: A = 0, B&C = 20). We found that inactivation caused a larger decrease in IN-PN weights for winners than losers, compared to the control case (59±19% v/s 40±25%; p<0.58). The increase in firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs were comparable to those of the INs connected to winner PNs (6.7±1.8% v/s 5.1±1.3%; p<0.5). Also, changes in PN-PN weights was comparable for winners and losers (-2.4±2% v/s 0.83±2.21%; p<0.38). The firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs increased less than those of PNs connected to winners (6.5±3.47% v/s 15±3.21%; p<0.11). The summed binary values for the presence of thalamic tone, shock and NE receptor was unexpectedly less for winner cells compared to the loser cells (1.65±0.17 v/s 2.18±0.18, p<0.05). The winner B&C cells had more excitatory and less di-synaptic inhibitory connections from plastic cells (exc: 5.04±0.71; inh: 90.7±7.3) than the loser cells (exc: 3.54±0.66; inh: 94.2±9.9), but the difference is not significant. This change was comparable to that of the IN-PN only case suggesting that both components of the di-synaptic inhibition pathway had approximately similar contributions towards the resultant inhibition on the principal cell.

Inactivation of IN-PN and PN-IN, but not PN-PN plasticity. With only PN-PN plasticity, there was a 65.4% increase in the number of plastic cells (to N=258). 74.7% of type B&C
cells receiving both tone and shock became plastic. This shows that plasticity in the di-synaptic inhibitory pathway is necessary for competition. The competition resulting from inactivation of PN-IN&IN-PN plasticity resulted in 5 cells losing their plasticity (losers: A = 1, B&C = 4) and 108 of the former non-plastic cells becoming plastic (winners: A = 9, B&C = 99). We found that inactivation caused a larger decrease in IN-PN weights for winners than losers, compared to the control case (136±6% v/s 65±22%; p<0.0018). Also, the firing frequency of INs connected to loser PNs increased more than those of the INs connected to winner PNs (26±2% v/s 23±0.7%; p<0.31). Similarly, inactivation caused lesser increase in PN-PN weights for losers than winners, compared to the control case (0.53±0.76% v/s 10±4.5%; p<0.67). Also, the firing frequencies of PNs connected to loser PNs increased less than those of PNs connected to winners (75±28% v/s 98±6%; p<0.44). The summed binary values for the presence of thalamic tone, shock and NE receptor was slightly greater for winner cells compared to the loser cells (1.64±0.07 v/s 1.40±0.51, not significant). The winner B&C cells had significantly more excitatory input (7.9±0.42) than the loser B&C cells (4±1.11).

Plasticity in synapses of representative cells

To investigate the role of plasticity in competition at the individual cell level, we considered the change in synaptic weights of ten representative plastic and non-plastic cells. Of the ten in each group we picked five of type B and five of type C. Since they were rare we omitted type A plastic cells (<2%) from this particular analysis.

For this group of representative cells, each plastic cell received 6.6±1.5 mono-synaptic excitatory connection from other plastic cells, while each non-plastic cell received only 3.8±1.2 connections from plastic cells. Also, each interneuron typically received 5.13±3
connections from plastic cells. Then we considered all di-synaptic inhibitory connections from plastic cells to cells of each of the two groups. As cited earlier, plastic cells had significantly fewer (82.2±3.4) connections of this type, as compared to non-plastic cells (94.8±1.6), the P-value is 0.000666. Since the excitability of a cell depends on these connections as well as on plasticity in these connections, we next investigated the role of plasticity.

For each group we investigated the effect of fear conditioning on the various synapses, on a per cell basis (average ±s.e.m.). This analysis revealed that tone-PN synapses increased by 100±35 % for a plastic cell but only by -2.6±0.4% for a non-plastic cell. Also, PN-PN synapses from all plastic cells to a plastic cell increased by 16±15%, but such synapses from plastic cells to a non-plastic cell grew only by -6±2%. Plasticity in IN-PN connections was considered by taking all connections from interneurons to the specific principal cell. Among the interneuron population, there were six that did not receive any projections from principal cells, and these were excluded to ensure that we considered only inhibitory di-synaptic pathways from plastic cells. Interestingly, IN-PN plasticity was found to be similar for both plastic and non-plastic post-synaptic cell types: plasticity in IN-PN connections to non-plastic cells increased by 103±17% and they increased by 163±29% in such connections to plastic cells. For completion, we also considered plasticity in the PN-IN connections for both plastic and non-plastic pre-synaptic cells, and these were 0%, and 0%, respectively.
Figure below shows the percentage of weight change of plastic cells and non-plastic cells for all blocking cases. It looks like tone weight change increased a lot when IN-PN plasticity is blocked.

**DISCUSSION**

**Distinct roles of the different components of intra-amygdalar plasticity**

All intra-amygdalar synapses, PN-PN, PN-IN, and IN-PN participated in the competition in different ways as reported in Results. Even though 56% of all principal cells received both tone and shock inputs, intra-amygdalar plasticity limited the number of plastic cells to 25% of the total. This was demonstrated by inactivating intra-amygdalar plasticity which caused almost all type B and C cells receiving tone and shock to become plastic (172/223). It is noted that type A cells played a marginal role in the
competition (Table 1). PN-PN plasticity helped cells band together and make other cells plastic in the absence of plasticity in the di-synaptic inhibitory pathways (PN-IN and IN-PN plasticity disabled) since this increased the number of plastic cells to 258 (a 72% increase), even recruiting 2 cells that did not receive both tone and shock. However, when only PN-PN plasticity was disabled, inhibitory plasticity reduced the number of plastic cells by 4% from the control case, indicating that inhibitory plasticity effectively counters plasticity in the afferent tone-PN synapses. But would PN-PN plasticity or inhibitory plasticity by themselves be enough for competition? To address this, we performed two additional model runs. In one we retained only inhibitory plasticity, i.e., inactivated PN-PN plasticity alone (resulting in N=144 plastic cells), and then simulated the 25% CREB down-regulation experiment. This showed that the number of plastic cells was not maintained, and dropped from 144 to 53, indicating that PN-PN plasticity was important to stabilize the size of the memory trace. In the second model run we simulated the ‘No IN-PN & PN-IN plasticity’ case (i.e., only PN-PN plasticity) and found that the number of plastic cells were again not maintained, dropping from 258 to 184. These two model experiments showed that plasticity in excitatory connections between principal cells and di-synaptic inhibitory plasticity from plastic cells were both necessary for stabilizing the size of the fear memory trace, i.e., competition thus requires both forms of intra-amygdalar plasticity. Considering the components of inhibitory plasticity, we found that PN-IN and IN-PN plasticity had similar contributions. In all cases, cells with higher intrinsic excitability (types B and C) were consistently represented in disproportionately larger numbers in the plastic cell group (Table 1), while type A cells were ineffective in the competition, as hypothesized in Kim et al. (2013a). This was also highlighted by the
fact that none of the type A cells that received only one or none of the tone and shock afferents became plastic even when inhibitory plasticity was disabled.

Analysis at the single cell level revealed that the dominant plasticity mechanisms separating plastic and non-plastic cells were tone-PN plasticity and PN-PN plasticity, but not IN-PN plasticity. In addition, the numbers of such connections were also significantly different for the two cell types as cited in results. Also, for PN-PN connections to a principal cell, both the number of such connections and plasticity in the connections are relevant, but for the di-synaptic inhibitory connections from plastic cells, only the number of connections is relevant.

Table 2. Plastic cell numbers and types when different intra-amygdala plasticity components are inactivated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Run (Cells: A-400; B-240; C-160)</th>
<th>Cells receiving both tone &amp; shock</th>
<th>Cells receiving only tone or only shock or neither</th>
<th>Total number of plastic cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plastic A/B/C cells &amp; Non-Plastic A/B/C cells</td>
<td>Plastic A/B/C cells &amp; Non-Plastic A/B/C cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control case</td>
<td>3/81/53</td>
<td>220/54/35</td>
<td>151/77/53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No intrinsic plasticity</td>
<td>11/104/68</td>
<td>212/31/20</td>
<td>149/62/35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No PN-PN plasticity</td>
<td>5/82/48</td>
<td>218/53/40</td>
<td>151/83/57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No IN-PN plasticity</td>
<td>13/105/68</td>
<td>210/30/20</td>
<td>149/58/36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No PN-IN plasticity</td>
<td>0/84/53</td>
<td>223/51/35</td>
<td>151/74/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No IN-PN &amp; PN-IN plasticity</td>
<td>10/110/73</td>
<td>213/25/15</td>
<td>150/55/32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Average value of Thalamic tone + Shock + NE (4 Hz)

- No all (W=93, L=8) p=0.76
- without P2P (W=14, L=22) p=0.17
- without P2I (W=20, L=11) p=0.026
- without PIIP (W=108, L=5) p=0.24
- without I2P (W=96, L=8) p=0.046
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Table 2.1. Gating variables for ion channels used in the single cell models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Type</th>
<th>Gating Variable</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\chi_{\infty}$</th>
<th>$\tau_x$ (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{Na}$</td>
<td>$p=3$</td>
<td>$-0.4(V+30)$/$exp[-(V+30)/7.2]-1$</td>
<td>$0.124(V+30)$/$exp[(V+30)/7.2]-1$</td>
<td>$\alpha/\beta$</td>
<td>$0.6156/\alpha+\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.03(V+45)$/$exp[-(V+45)/1.5]-1$</td>
<td>$0.01(V+45)$/$exp[(V+45)/1.5]-1$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{\exp\left{\frac{\beta}{\alpha}\right}+1}$</td>
<td>$0.6156/\alpha+\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{DR}$</td>
<td>$p=1$</td>
<td>$\exp[-0.1144(V-13)]$</td>
<td>$\exp[-0.08(V-13)]$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{1+\alpha}$</td>
<td>$30.78/\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{H}$</td>
<td>$p=1$</td>
<td>$\exp[0.08316(V+75)]$</td>
<td>$\exp[0.033264(V+75)]$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{\exp\left{\frac{\beta}{\alpha}\right}+1}$</td>
<td>$\frac{0.0473(1+\alpha)}{\alpha+\beta}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{M}$</td>
<td>$p=2$</td>
<td>$0.016$/$exp[-(V+52.7)/23]$</td>
<td>$0.016$/$exp[(V-52.7)/18.8]$</td>
<td>$\alpha/\beta$</td>
<td>$0.001/\alpha+\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{Ca}$</td>
<td>$p=2$</td>
<td>$-15.69(V-81.5)$/$exp[-(V-81.5)/10]-1$</td>
<td>$0.29\exp[-V/10.86]$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{1+\alpha}$</td>
<td>$6.482/\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$q=1$</td>
<td>$\exp\left{\frac{0.381(V-11)}{exp[(V+40)/5+1]}-1.5\right}$</td>
<td>$\exp\left{\frac{0.021(V-11)}{exp[(V+40)/5+1]}-1.5\right}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{1+\alpha}$</td>
<td>$0.26(V+50)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{A soma}$</td>
<td>$q=1$</td>
<td>$\exp[0.1144V+56]$</td>
<td>$\exp[-0.08(V+1)$/$0.0382(V+1)]$+$\exp[(V+40)/5+1]$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{1+\alpha}$</td>
<td>$0.26(V+50)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p=1$</td>
<td>$\exp[-0.0687(V+1)$/$0.0382(V+1)]$+$\exp[(V+40)/5+1]$</td>
<td>$\exp[-0.026793(V+1)$/$0.014898(V+1)]$+$\exp[(V+40)/5+1]$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{1+\alpha}$</td>
<td>$3.2413/\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{A dead}$</td>
<td>$q=1$</td>
<td>$\exp[0.1144(V+56)]$</td>
<td>$\exp[0.1144V+56]$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{1+\alpha}$</td>
<td>$0.26(V+50)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{sAHP}$</td>
<td>$p=1$</td>
<td>$0.0048$/$\exp(-5\log_{10}([Ca]_{i})-17.5$</td>
<td>$0.012$/$\exp[2\log_{10}([Ca]_{i})+20]$</td>
<td>$\alpha/\beta$</td>
<td>1000-2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2. Maximal conductance densities of ion channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conductance (mS/cm²)</th>
<th>$I_{Na}$</th>
<th>$I_{DR}$</th>
<th>$I_M$</th>
<th>$I_H$</th>
<th>$I_{Ca}$</th>
<th>$I_A$</th>
<th>$I_{AHP}$</th>
<th>$\tau_{Ca}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal cell -</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type A</strong></td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dend</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.0286</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>7 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal cell -</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type B</strong></td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dend</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.0286</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.45 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal cell -</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type C</strong></td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dend</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0286</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.36 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interneuron</strong></td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dend</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.3. Variations in maximal conductances to model neuromodulator effects.

(parameter changes made to develop alternative model 2, if any, are listed in parenthesis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NM</th>
<th>Receptor</th>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Low level of NM (during trials 2-10 of conditioning)</th>
<th>High level of NM (during trials 11-16 of conditioning and trails 1-4 of extinction)</th>
<th>Highest level of NM (during shock)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norepinephrine</td>
<td>NE-α (High affinity)</td>
<td>NMDA (thalamic input to interneuron)</td>
<td>Increase $g_{NMDA}$ by 5%</td>
<td>Increase $g_{NMDA}$ by 10%</td>
<td>Increase $g_{NMDA}$ by 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NMDA (Cortical input to principal cells)</td>
<td>Decrease $g_{NMDA}$ by 10%</td>
<td>Decrease $g_{NMDA}$ by 30%</td>
<td>Decrease $g_{NMDA}$ by 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NMDA (Thalamic input to principal cells)</td>
<td>Decrease $g_{NMDA}$ by 5%</td>
<td>Decrease $g_{NMDA}$ by 10%</td>
<td>Decrease $g_{NMDA}$ by 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE-β (Low affinity)</td>
<td>I_{AHP}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Reduce $g_{K_{AHP}}$ by 20%</td>
<td>Reduce $g_{K_{AHP}}$ by 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NMDA (Cortical input to principal cells)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Increase $g_{NMDA}$ by 20%</td>
<td>Increase $g_{NMDA}$ by 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NMDA (Cortical input to interneurons)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Decrease $g_{NMDA}$ by 20%</td>
<td>Decrease $g_{NMDA}$ by 30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.4. Model synaptic strengths and learning parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection</th>
<th>Initial Weight</th>
<th>$f_{\text{max}}$ ($f_{\text{min}}=0.8$ for all)</th>
<th>Learning factor</th>
<th>$\text{Ca}^{2+}$ Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>scaling</td>
<td>Decay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone to Pyr (Thalamic)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone to Pyr (Cortical)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone to Inter (Thalamic)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone to Inter (Cortical)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrD to PyrD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrD to PyrV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrV to PyrD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrV to PyrV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterD to PyrD</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterD to PyrV</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterV to PyrD</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterV to PyrV</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrD to InterD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrD to InterV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrV to InterD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrV to InterV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection</th>
<th>Short-term dynamics</th>
<th>D (Maximum limit)</th>
<th>$d_1/d_2$</th>
<th>$\tau_D$ / $\tau_{D2}$ (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Pyr</td>
<td>depression</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9 / 0.95</td>
<td>40 / 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr-Pyr</td>
<td>depression</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.9 / 0.95</td>
<td>40 / 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr-Inter</td>
<td>depression</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9 / 0.95</td>
<td>40 / 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3.1. Model synaptic strengths and learning parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection</th>
<th>Initial Weight</th>
<th>f_max (f_min=0.8 for all)</th>
<th>Learning factor</th>
<th>Ca(^{2+}) Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>scaling, Decay</td>
<td>Low, High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone to Pyr (Thalamic)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>80, 0.04</td>
<td>0.40, 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone to Pyr (Cortical)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>10, 0.04</td>
<td>0.40, 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone to Inter (Thalamic)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.45, 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone to Inter (Cortical)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20, 0.01</td>
<td>0.45, 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrD to PyrD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80, 0.03</td>
<td>0.3, 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrD to PyrV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10, 0.03</td>
<td>0.3, 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrV to PyrD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80, 0.03</td>
<td>0.3, 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrV to PyrV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10, 0.03</td>
<td>0.3, 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterD to PyrD</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4, 0.01</td>
<td>0.47, 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterD to PyrV</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2, 0.01</td>
<td>0.47, 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterV to PyrD</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4, 0.01</td>
<td>0.47, 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterV to PyrV</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2, 0.01</td>
<td>0.47, 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrD to InterD</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3, 0.01</td>
<td>0.4, 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrD to InterV</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2, 0.01</td>
<td>0.4, 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrV to InterD</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3, 0.01</td>
<td>0.4, 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyrV to InterV</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2, 0.01</td>
<td>0.4, 0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Long-term postsynaptic plasticity**

**Short-term presynaptic plasticity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection</th>
<th>Short-term dynamics</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D (Maximum limit)</td>
<td>d_1/d_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Pyr</td>
<td>depression</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr-Pyr</td>
<td>depression</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr-Inter</td>
<td>depression</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.2. Differences between control and CREB cases: A. Composition of plastic cells; B. Excitatory and inhibitory connections between winners and losers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>Type C</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>loser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Connectivity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREB +25%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREB -25%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Connectivity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREB +25%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREB -25%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exc</th>
<th>Inh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>sem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Connectivity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREB +25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winner</td>
<td>6.402597</td>
<td>0.59511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loser</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.572142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.997625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREB -25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winner</td>
<td>6.022727</td>
<td>0.663523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loser</td>
<td>5.617647</td>
<td>0.305085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.536967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Connectivity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREB +25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winner</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loser</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREB -25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winner</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loser</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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